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1. Introduction

In general, there are two ways to formulate an electromagnetic field prob-

lem: either by a differential equation for a field function or by an integral

equation for a source function. One of the differences between the two for-

mulations is that a field function spreads out over all the space within the

boundaries, while a source function is confined inside or on the surfaces

of material objects. Consequently, differential equation formulations are

best suited for bounded problems but without further restrictions for the

geometry and the matter. On the other hand, integral equation formula-

tions are well suited for unbounded as well as bounded problems, as long

as there are separate material objects and a simple background.

In order to find an accurate solution to any practical electromagnetic

field problem, formulated either by a differential equation or an integral

equation, the problem needs to be discretised, meaning that the unknown

function is expanded in a suitable set of building blocks, called basis func-

tions. In consequence, the original problem is transformed into finding

such values for the expansion coefficients that the expansion approxi-

mates the unknown function well. One way to accomplish this is the

method of moments (MoM), which adjusts the values of the expansion

coefficients through the moments of the responses to the basis functions

with respect to another set of functions, called test functions.

The choices of the basis and test functions determine the characters of

the discretised problem, while the geometry and other properties of the

original problem confine the choices of the basis and test functions. If the

geometry is complicated, the unknown function is typically constructed

out of simple sub-domain basis functions. This often leads to an elaborate

and difficult discretised problem. However, if the geometry is such that

it aligns with one of the separable systems of co-ordinates, the unknown

function can usually be constructed out of more sophisticated and physical
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entire-domain basis functions. This often leads to a compact and easy dis-

cretised problem. The test functions determine the measure for the error

in the approximation or, in other words, the distance of the approximate

solution to the exact solution.

Regarding the differences in discretising differential and integral equa-

tions, the advantage of differential equations is that the discretisation

leads to a sparse system matrix while with integral equations the system

matrix is full. On the other hand, the advantage of integral equations is

that, since the unknown function is usually confined into a smaller region,

the system matrix is smaller, too.

In this thesis, two topics will be highlighted. As the first one, the the-

sis treats three selected electromagnetic problems formulated by integral

equations: one electrostatic problem, one magnetostatic problem and one

time-harmonic electromagnetic problem. The geometry considered in both

static problems consists of ring conductors and is such that the unknown

source functions can be expanded in the most sophisticated entire-domain

basis functions, resulting in a compact and easy discretised problem. In

contrast, the geometry considered in the time-harmonic problem is an ex-

tremely complex geometry model for a pine tree and, consequently, the un-

known function is expanded in the simplest sub-domain basis functions,

resulting in a more challenging discretised problem.

The second highlighted topic of the thesis is the translational addition

theorems for wave functions. Even when solving an integral equation

with a source function, it is often useful also to expand auxiliary field

functions, such as the Green’s function, in basis functions, for instance,

in wave functions, which are characteristic solutions of wave equations

resulting from Maxwell’s equations. Expansions in wave functions are

limited to the particular system of co-ordinates; if the system is changed,

the coefficients of the expansion are changed as well. One possible change

of the system is a translation of the origin. In that case, the coefficients

in the translated system are found with the aid of translational addition

theorems for wave functions. The theorems give a wave function in the

translated system in terms of the wave functions in the initial system.

One important application for the translational addition theorems is

the Multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA), which is a method for

speeding up a matrix-vector multiplication needed in an iterative solu-

tion of an integral equation discretised by the MoM. The matrix-vector

multiplication equals to a calculation of interactions between sources rep-
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resented by the basis and test functions. The MLFMA arranges these

sources into groups and calculates far interactions between these groups

collectively. This procedure takes advantage of the translation addition

theorems or, to be more precise, diagonal forms of them. In the thesis,

some novel ideas are introduced to the MLFMA and the resulting algo-

rithm is applied to the solution of the pine tree problem mentioned above.

Besides their primary purposes, addition theorems serve also as sources

of various useful integral results involving wave functions. In the thesis,

such results are exploited in the solution of the conducting ring problems

mentioned above.

The thesis is based upon five publications written and published dur-

ing the years 2002–2010. Publications I and II present an efficient and

accurate method for calculating the capacitances and inductances of ring

conductors in a layered medium. The former one introduces the method

for thin conductors, and the latter one generalises it for thick conductors.

Publication III gives a unified and transparent derivation of translational

addition theorems for spherical wave functions. Publications IV and V

concern the MLFMA. The former one describes a broadband version of

the MLFMA with some novel ideas, and the latter one applies the algo-

rithm in calculating the scattering of an electromagnetic plane wave by a

pine tree.

The objectives of this synopsis are to establish the context for the pub-

lications and to place them into the vast scope of electromagnetic theory

and computing, to show the connections between the publications and the

two highlighted topics mentioned above, and to revise some details of the

methods and results presented in the publications.

The synopsis is organised as follows: Section 2 reviews the basics of the

electromagnetic theory in the extent required by the subsequent topics. In

Section 3, the selected electromagnetic problems treated in Publications I,

II and V are formulated by integral equations. Section 4 reviews the prin-

ciples of the MoM considering also the variational principle, which gives

another point of view to the method. Thereafter, the definitions of the

electromagnetic problems formulated in Section 3 are specified to match

with the mathematical theory of the MoM and the variational principle.

Also, the choices of the basis and test functions, in particular for the se-

lected problems, are discussed. Section 5 discusses wave functions and

translational addition theorems for them. The discussion is started with

formal definitions of the wave functions and the theorems in an arbitrary
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system of co-ordinates and is continued with specific definitions in the

rectangular and cylindrical system of co-ordinates. Next, the wave func-

tions and the theorems are given in the spherical systems of co-ordinates

as presented in Publication III. At the end, one special case of the theo-

rem is given in an ultra-spherical system of co-ordinates, which is utilised

later. Section 6 gives an overview of the spatial-spectral hybrid method in

the cylindrical system of co-ordinates that is presented in Publications I

and II to calculate capacitances and inductances of ring conductors. These

capacitances and inductances can be used to construct equivalent circuit

models for inductors, transformers, split-ring resonators, etc., as illus-

trated with an example at the end of the section. Section 7 discusses the

MLFMA, first giving a brief overview of the algorithm and then describ-

ing the advantages of the more advanced methods presented in Publica-

tion IV. At the end of the section, an introduction is given for Publica-

tion V, in which the MLFMA is applied in an MoM solution of a volume

integral equation related to scattering of an electromagnetic plane wave

by a pine tree. Finally, some conclusions of the thesis are made in Sec-

tion 8.

Since the publications of the thesis were written over quite a long pe-

riod of time and under the influence of two different mentors, the notation

varies slightly from one publication to another. In order to have a consis-

tent notation throughout the synopsis, the notation has been adjusted and

consequently it differs in places from that in the publications. Also, some

details are revised. The author apologises for any possible inconvenience.
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2. Basics of the electromagnetic field

2.1 Maxwell’s equations

According to Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory, see e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4] and

[5], the electromagnetic field is described by the electric field E (measured

in V/m), the magnetic induction B (Vs/m2), the electric displacement D

(As/m2) and the magnetic field H (A/m); the source of the field is described

by the electric current J (A/m2) and the electric charge � (As/m3); and the

field is related to the source by Maxwell’s equations

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
, (2.1)

∇×H = J+
∂D

∂t
, (2.2)

∇ ·D = �, (2.3)

∇ ·B = 0. (2.4)

The source complies with the fundamental equation of continuity,

∇ · J = −∂�

∂t
, (2.5)

which is inbuilt in the pair (2.2) and (2.3).

In a vacuum,

D = ε0E, (2.6)

H =
1

μ0
B, (2.7)

where μ0 = 4π · 10−7 Vs/Am is the magnetic permeability and ε0 ≈ 8.854 ·
10−12 As/Vm is the electric permittivity so that (μ0ε0)

−1/2 equals exactly

c = 299792458 m/s, which is the speed of light. With (2.6) and (2.7), (2.2)

and (2.3), respectively, read

∇×B = μ0J+
1

c2
∂E

∂t
, (2.8)

∇ ·E =
1

ε0
�. (2.9)
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In a medium, the field interferes with the electric equilibrium in atoms

and molecules inducing electric dipoles and arranges permanent elec-

tric and magnetic dipoles. On a macroscopic scale, the effect of those

dipoles can be described through average quantities, the polarisation P

(As/m2) and the magnetisation M (A/m), which can, as explained e.g. in

[5, Sec. 9.2], be added as additional sources to the right-hand-sides of (2.8)

and (2.9) as

∇×B = μ0

(
J+ ε0

∂E

∂t
+

∂P

∂t
+∇×M

)
, (2.10)

∇ ·E =
1

ε0
(�−∇ ·P). (2.11)

Then, defining

D = ε0E+P, (2.12)

H =
1

μ0
B−M, (2.13)

(2.10) and (2.11) are compressed to (2.2) and (2.3), respectively.

In an arbitrary medium, the dependence of P and M on the field can be

quite complex. In a linear, isotropic, non-dispersive medium, however, the

relations can be formulated as

P = ε0χeE, (2.14)

M = χmH, (2.15)

where χe and χm are the electric and magnetic susceptibilities, respec-

tively. Then, (2.12) and (2.13) are compressed to

D = εE, (2.16)

H =
1

μ
B, (2.17)

with the electric permittivity ε and the magnetic permeability μ being

given by

ε = (1 + χe)ε0, (2.18)

μ = (1 + χm)μ0, (2.19)

respectively.

In addition to the electric and magnetic dipoles, the medium may con-

tain free electric charge carriers, which, in the presence of an electric

field, give rise to a conductivity current. In a linear, isotropic and non-

dispersive case, this current is given by

Jc = σE, (2.20)

where σ (A/Vm) is the conductivity in the medium.
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2.2 Conditions at interfaces and boundaries

The differential forms (2.1)–(2.4) of Maxwell’s equations are not valid at

an interface where the medium, and hence the field, too, is discontinuous.

By examining the integral forms of Maxwell’s equations near the inter-

face, see e.g. [3, Sec. 1.13] or [4, Sec. I.5], the following conditions can be

derived: If two regions separated by an interface are denoted by 1 and 2

and fields in the regions by corresponding subscripts, and if n̂ is a unit

vector normal to the interface and directed into region 2, the fields on the

two sides of the interface are related as

n̂× (E2 −E1) = 0, (2.21)

n̂× (H2 −H1) = Js, (2.22)

n̂ · (D2 −D1) = �s, (2.23)

n̂ · (B2 −B1) = 0, (2.24)

where Js (A/m) and �s (As/m2), respectively, are a surface current and

charge at the interface.

An interface becomes a boundary if the field on either side vanishes.

This happens, for example, if region 1 is filled with the perfect electric

conductor, i.e., σ1 → ∞. Then, E1 → 0 in order to prevent Jc,1 given by

(2.20) from becoming infinite. Conditions at such a boundary are obtained

from (2.21)–(2.24) by setting the field in region 1 to zero.

2.3 Potential functions

The description of the electromagnetic field can be compacted into one

vector function and one scalar function in the following manner.

By virtue of (2.4), B is solenoidal and can be represented as a curl of

another vector function:

B = ∇×A. (2.25)

If (2.25) is substituted into (2.1), it is found that E+ ∂A/∂t is irrotational

and can be set to equal the gradient of a scalar function, say −Φ. Conse-

quently, E can be represented as

E = −∂A

∂t
−∇Φ. (2.26)

The auxiliary functions A (Vs/m) and Φ (V) are called the vector and scalar

potentials, respectively.
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In a linear, isotropic, non-dispersive, homogeneous, lossless medium

with ε and μ constants and σ = 0, substitutions of (2.25) and (2.26) into

the remaining equations (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, yields

∇2A− με
∂2A

∂t2
−∇

(
∇ ·A+ με

∂Φ

∂t

)
= −μJ, (2.27)

∇2Φ+
∂(∇ ·A)

∂t
= −1

ε
�. (2.28)

The divergence of A can be freely chosen since (2.25) defines only the

curl. A common choice is the Lorenz condition,

∇ ·A = −με
∂Φ

∂t
, (2.29)

in which case (2.27) and (2.28), respectively, reduce to

∇2A− με
∂2A

∂t2
= −μJ, (2.30)

∇2Φ− με
∂2Φ

∂t2
= −1

ε
�. (2.31)

These are the Helmholtz equations for the vector and scalar potentials.

2.4 Separation of time dependency

Solving (2.30) and (2.31) is often started by separating the time depen-

dency. Separation of variables in the homogeneous equations shows that

the time dependency of the field is of the form e−iωt where ω is the angular

frequency of oscillation. This suggests that the field and the source can be

expanded as

F (r, t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
f(r, ω)e−iωt dω, (2.32)

where F is a field or source component in the time-domain and f is its

Fourier transform in the frequency-domain given by

f(r, ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
F (r, t)eiωt dt. (2.33)

As is seen from (2.32), a derivation of F with respect to time equals a

multiplication of f by −iω. Applying (2.32) on both sides of (2.30) and

(2.31) yields, respectively,

∇2A+ k2A = −μJ, (2.34)

∇2Φ+ k2Φ = −1

ε
�, (2.35)

where k2 = ω2με. Here and henceforth, the functions in the frequency-

domain are denoted with the same symbols as in the time-domain.
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Besides the Helmholtz equations, all the above equations written in the

time-domain can be rewritten in the frequency-domain by replacing the

time derivations with multiplications by −iω. In particular, consider (2.8)

and (2.9). In the frequency-domain, also the conductivity current defined

in (2.20) can be added as an additional source to the right-hand-sides of

the equations as

∇×B = μ0(J− iωε0E− iωP+∇×M+ σE), (2.36)

∇ ·E =
1

ε0

(
�−∇ ·P+

σ

iω
∇ ·E

)
. (2.37)

Now, by defining

D = ε0E+P− σ

iω
E, (2.38)

(2.36) and (2.37) are compressed to the frequency-domain forms of (2.2)

and (2.3), respectively. Furthermore, in a linear, isotropic, spatially non-

dispersive medium, by defining

ε = (1 + χe)ε0 − σ

iω
, (2.39)

(2.38) is compressed to (2.16). In the frequency-domain the temporal non-

dispersivity is not required for (2.16), (2.17) and (2.20) to hold and ε, μ and

σ may vary with the frequency.

2.5 Solution of field for a given source

Consider the scalar Helmholtz equation (2.35) with a normalised point

source written as

(∇2 + k2)G(r, r′) = −δ(r− r′). (2.40)

Here, the solution G is called a Green’s function and is given by

G(r, r′) =
eik|r−r′|

4π|r− r′| . (2.41)

The other independent solution, i.e., the one with a negative imaginary

exponent, is rejected as it is not representing a field radiating outwards

from the source. G in (2.41) is the Green’s function for an unbounded

space; the Green’s function for a bounded space can be formulated as

G(r, r′) =
eik|r−r′|

4π|r− r′| +H(r, r′) (2.42)

where H is a solution of the homogeneous equation adjusting G to sat-

isfy the required conditions at the boundary. Since the operator ∇2 + k2
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in (2.35) is linear, the solution for an arbitrary source in a volume V is

obtained by superposing the solutions for point sources as

Φ(r) =
1

ε

∫
V
G(r, r′)�(r′) dV ′. (2.43)

By decomposing A and J into the three cartesian components, the vec-

tor Helmholtz equation (2.34) is decomposed into three scalar equations

similar to (2.35). Consequently, G given by (2.41) or a variant of (2.42)

applies also for (2.34) and the solution for an arbitrary source in a volume

V is obtained as

A(r) = μ

∫
V
G(r, r′)J(r′) dV ′. (2.44)

The field quantities can be obtained through (2.25) and the frequency-

domain form of (2.26). For example, an explicit formula for E in terms of

J is obtained by combining (2.44) and (2.43) according to (2.26) and using

the frequency-domain form of (2.5) and the divergence theorem, see e.g.

[3, Sec. 1.2, Eq. (8)], yielding

E(r) =

(
iωμI− 1

iωε
∇∇

)
·
∫
V
G(r, r′)J(r′) dV ′, (2.45)

where I denotes a unit dyadic. If r �∈ V , (2.45) can be further compacted to

E(r) = iωμ

∫
V
G(r, r′) · J(r′) dV ′ (2.46)

by introducing the dyadic Green’s function

G(r, r′) =
(
I+

1

k2
∇∇

)
G(r, r′). (2.47)

2.6 Static field

In contrast to a dynamic field, a field is called static if it does not vary

in time. A static field can be thought as an approximation to a dynamic

field varying slowly in time; slowly meaning that, for instance, in the case

of a time-harmonic field, kd 	 1 where d is the diameter of the space of

interest.

In statics, E and D are no longer connected to B and H through (2.1)

and (2.2). In fact, as kd → 0, usually either B and H or E and D vanish.

In the former case, the remaining field is called electrostatic, in the latter

case magnetostatic.

An electrostatic field is irrotational and, thus, can be expressed through

the scalar potential alone. The source of an electrostatic field is a static
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electric charge. Like B and H of any electromagnetic field, a magneto-

static field is solenoidal and can be expressed through the vector poten-

tial alone. The source of a magnetostatic field is a static electric current,

which is solenoidal.

All the above equations written for a dynamic field can be rewritten for

a static field by setting derivations with respect to time to zero or ω = 0.
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3. Selected electromagnetic problems
formulated by integral equations

3.1 Capacitances of conductors

Consider an electrostatic field in the presence of P conductors, the ground

and a dielectric medium illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Denote the surfaces of

the conductors by S1, . . . , SP . Let the electrostatic field be due to the

electric charges Q1, . . . , QP carried by the conductors. Inside the conduc-

tors the field vanishes and the scalar potential Φ gets constant values.

Denote those values, i.e., the voltages representing the potential differ-

ences between the conductors and the ground, by U1, . . . , UP . Relations

between the charges and the voltages are given by capacitances (mea-

sured in F=As/V), which are parameters of the geometry and the medium.

By introducing a matrix C consisting of those capacitances and compact-

ing the charges and voltages in vectors Q and U , respectively, the relations

read

Q = CU. (3.1)

Let the problem be to find C.

The vanishing of the electric field inside a conductor is a result of the

settling of the charge onto the surface of the conductor. Denote the surface

charge distribution on the pth conductor by �p. Because the field is zero

inside the conductor, the conductor can be removed, as long as the surface

charge is kept intact. Then, by (2.43), the scalar potential Φ outside of the

conductors can be evaluated from

Φ(r) =

P∑
p′=1

∫
Sp′

G(r, r′)�p′(r′) dS′, (3.2)

where G is the Green’s function for a space including the ground and the

dielectric medium. By requiring Φ to equal Up on Sp, and similarly on

the other conductors, a set of surface integral equations is obtained for
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Figure 3.1. Conductors, the ground and a dielectric medium.

�1, . . . , �P :

P∑
p′=1

∫
Sp′

G(r, r′)�p′(r′) dS′ = Up, r ∈ Sp, p = 1, . . . , P. (3.3)

The capacitance matrix C can be found by solving (3.3) with different

vectors U . The most straightforward approach is to set Up = 1 V, keep the

other conductors grounded and solve the set of equations for �1, . . . , �P .

Then, the pth column of C is obtained from the values of Q1, . . . , QP given

by

Qp =

∫
Sp

�p(r) dS. (3.4)

The capacitances can also be found from the electrostatic energy

We =
1

2
UTQ =

1

2
UTCU, (3.5)

which relates them to a certain functional discussed together with a vari-

ational principle in Section 4.

In Publications I and II, the above formulation is used in a calculation

of capacitances of ring conductors.

3.2 Inductances of conductors

Consider a magnetostatic field in the presence of P loop conductors illus-

trated in Fig. 3.2. Denote the surfaces of the conductors by S1, . . . , SP .
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Figure 3.2. Loop conductors and magnetic fluxes.

Let the magnetostatic field be due to electric currents I1, . . . , IP circulat-

ing along the conductors. Assume that the field does not penetrate inside

the conductors, so that the field is tangential on S1, . . . , SP . Denote the

magnetic fluxes encircled by the loops by Ψ1, . . . ,ΨP . Relations between

the fluxes and the currents are given by inductances (H=Vs/A), which are

parameters of the geometry and the medium. By introducing a matrix L

consisting of those inductances and compacting the fluxes and currents in

vectors Ψ and I, respectively, the relations read

Ψ = LI. (3.6)

Let the problem be to find L.

Since it is assumed that the field vanishes inside a conductor, the cur-

rent must be settled onto the surface. Denote the surface current distribu-

tion on the pth conductor by Jp. Moreover, the conductor can be removed,

as long as the surface current is kept intact. Then, by (2.44), the vector

potential A outside the conductors can be evaluated from

A(r) =

P∑
p′=1

∫
Sp′

G(r, r′)Jp′(r
′) dS′, (3.7)

where the Green’s function G includes the effect of the surroundings. On

the surface of a conductor the vector potential must satisfy∫
C

long
p

l̂ ·Asurf
p (r) dl = Ψp, (3.8)
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where C long
p is a closed curve on Sp that goes longitudinally around the

conductor and l̂ is a unit vector in direction of C long
p . Notice that the con-

ductor has not necessarily to be circular but can be formed by any double

connected volume. By requiring A to equal Asurf
p on Sp, and similarly on

the other conductors, a set of surface integral equations is obtained for

J1, . . . , JP :

P∑
p′=1

∫
Sp′

G(r, r′)Jp′(r
′) dS′ = Asurf

p (r), r ∈ Sp, p = 1, . . . , P. (3.9)

The inductance matrix L can be found by solving (3.9) with different vec-

tors Ψ. The straightforward approach is to set Ψp = 1 Vs, keep the fluxes

through the other loops zero and solve the set of equations for J1, . . . , JP .

Then, the pth column of the inverse matrix L−1 is obtained from the val-

ues of I1, . . . , IP given by

Ip =

∫
Ctrans

p

l̂ · Jp(r) dl, (3.10)

where Ctrans
p is a closed curve on Sp that goes transversally around the

cross-section of the conductor. The inductances can also be found from the

magnetostatic energy

Wm =
1

2
ΨTI =

1

2
ΨTL−1Ψ. (3.11)

In Publications I and II, the above formulation is used in a calculation

of inductances of ring conductors.

3.3 Scattering of electromagnetic plane wave by a dielectric object

Consider the scattering of an electromagnetic plane wave by a dielectric

object illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Let the shape of the object be defined by V

and assume that V is filled with an isotropic dielectric medium with an

electric susceptibility χ. To incorporate losses, χ can be defined complex

as suggested by (2.39). Examine the electric field E, which now consists

of a given incident field Einc and an unknown scattered field Esca as

E = Einc +Esca. (3.12)

Define Einc as a plane wave

Einc(r) = Einc
0 eikk̂·r, (3.13)
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Figure 3.3. An incident electric field, a scatterer and a scattered electric field. The
straight lines represent equiphase surfaces of the incident field and the an-
nular lines represent equiphase surfaces of the scattered field.

where k̂ is a unit vector in the direction of propagation and Einc
0 is an

amplitude vector with k̂ ·Einc
0 = 0. Since the source of Esca is contained in

V , Esca is such that in a far zone with kr 
 1 it can be approximated as

Esca(r) ≈ eikr

ikr
Esca

∞ (r̂), (3.14)

where r = |r|, r̂ = r/r and Esca∞ is a scattering pattern defined as

Esca
∞ (r̂) = lim

kr→∞
ikr

eikr
Esca(r). (3.15)

Let the problem be to find Esca∞ .

In a deterministic scenario, the source of the scattered field Esca is a

polarisation current Jpol, which, in turn, is induced by the total field E as

Jpol = −iωε0χE. Using this quantity as a source function in (2.45) yields

Esca(r) = (k2I+∇∇) ·
∫
V
G(r, r′)χ(r′)E(r′) dV ′, (3.16)

and substituting (3.16) into (3.12) results a volume integral equation for

E:

E(r)− (k2I+∇∇) ·
∫
V
G(r, r′)χ(r′)E(r′) dV ′ = Einc(r). (3.17)

The integral equation (3.17) can also be reformulated for the polarisation

P = ε0χE as

P(r)− χ(r)(k2I+∇∇) ·
∫
V
G(r, r′)P(r′) dV ′ = ε0χ(r)E

inc(r). (3.18)
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After finding E that solves (3.17), Esca∞ is obtained from

Esca
∞ (r̂) =

(ik)3

4π
(I− r̂r̂) ·

∫
V
e−ikr̂·r′χ(r′)E(r′) dV ′, (3.19)

which is the far field limit of (3.16) according to (3.15).

In Publication V, the formulation by (3.17) is used in a calculation of the

scattering of an electromagnetic plane wave by the top of a pine tree.
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4. Method of moments

4.1 Overview of method

Consider a linear problem

Lf = u, (4.1)

where L is a linear operator, f is an unknown function, and u is a given

function. Assume that f belongs to a Hilbert space F , u belongs to another

Hilbert space U , and L : F → U . Denote the inner product on F by 〈f, g〉F
where f, g ∈ F , and the inner product on U by 〈u, v〉U where u, v ∈ U .

For more on Hilbert spaces and the definition of the inner product, see [6,

Sec. 3.1]. Along with many other integral equations in electromagnetics,

(3.3), (3.9) and (3.17) are of the form of (4.1).

The method of moments (MoM), described in [7], is a method for search-

ing an approximate solution to (4.1) through an equivalent discretised

problem. The discretisation is performed as follows: First, choose a lin-

early independent set of basis functions b1, . . . , bN that spans a subspace

BN ⊂ F and construct an approximative solution f̃N to (4.1) as

f̃N =
N∑

n′=1

cn′bn′ , (4.2)

where c1, . . . , cN are unknown coefficients. Then, take a linearly indepen-

dent set of test functions t1, . . . , tN that spans another subspace TN ⊂ U

and require that the remainder

RN = u− Lf̃N , (4.3)

while using (4.2) to approximate f in (4.1), is orthogonal to TN . This re-

sults in a set of equations

N∑
n′=1

〈tn, Lbn′〉Ucn′ = 〈tn, u〉U , n = 1, . . . , N, (4.4)
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from which c1, . . . , cN can be solved. In matrix notation (4.4) reads

Ax = y, (4.5)

where the entries of the system matrix A and the vectors x and y, respec-

tively, are

an,n′ = 〈tn, Lbn′〉U , (4.6)

xn′ = cn′ , (4.7)

yn = 〈tn, u〉U . (4.8)

4.2 Variational principle

The so-called variational principle gives another point of view to the MoM

and yields some nice additional results. The discussion below follows

loosely the discussions in [8], [9, Sec. 3], [10], [11] and [12].

Besides the original problem (4.1), consider an adjoint problem

Lav = g, (4.9)

where La is an adjoint linear operator of L, v is an unknown function, and

g is a given function. Assume that v ∈ U , g ∈ F , and La : U → F . By

definition, La is related to L through 〈Lf, v〉U = 〈f, Lav〉F . If La = L, the

operator is called self-adjoint.

As suggested in [8, Eq. (33)], [10, Eq. (5)] and [11, Eq. (25)], introduce a

bilinear functional

J(h,w) = 〈h, g〉F + 〈u,w〉U − 〈Lh,w〉U , (4.10)

where h ∈ F and w ∈ U . If h = f and w = v, i.e., h equals the solution of

(4.1) and w equals the solution of (4.9), J receives the value

J0 = J(f, v) = 〈f, g〉F = 〈u, v〉U . (4.11)

In many cases, J0 is exactly the quantity of interest. If small variations δf

and δv are introduced to f and v, respectively, the corresponding variation

δJ of J is

δJ = J(f + δf, v + δv)− J(f, v) = −〈Lδf, δv〉U = −〈δf, Laδv〉F . (4.12)

It is seen that small variations in the input functions introduce a second-

order variation in the value of the functional. Roughly speaking, the
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above means that moderately accurate approximations of f and v result

in a highly accurate approximation of J0. If L is self-adjoint and the ad-

joint problem is defined similarly as the original problem, J becomes a

quadratic functional of h. Then, it is said that J is stationary at f and

that J0 is the stationary value of J . Moreover, in some cases δJ can be

confirmed to be either positive or negative for all δf . Consequently, it

is known that J0 is either the minimum or the maximum of J and the

estimation is always greater or smaller than that value, respectively.

In addition to obtaining a second-order estimate of some interesting

quantity, the functional (4.10) can be exploited to derive the discretisa-

tion (4.4) of the original problem (4.1) and a similar discretisation of the

adjoint problem (4.9). The derivation goes as follows: First, approximate

f by using the basis functions b1, . . . , bN as in (4.2) and v by using the test

functions t1, . . . , tN as

ṽN =

N∑
n′=1

dn′tn′ , (4.13)

where d1, . . . , dN are unknown coefficients. Then, following the Rayleigh-

Ritz procedure, discussed e.g. in [9, Sec. 3.2], substitute (4.2) and (4.13)

into (4.10), differentiate with respect to c1, . . . , cN and d1, . . . , dN and equate

the derivatives to zero to get two sets of equations

∂

∂cn
J

(
N∑

n′=1

cn′bn′ ,
N∑

n′=1

dn′tn′

)
= 0, n = 1, . . . , N, (4.14)

∂

∂dn
J

(
N∑

n′=1

cn′bn′ ,

N∑
n′=1

dn′tn′

)
= 0, n = 1, . . . , N. (4.15)

Finally, apply the inner products and derivatives to get

N∑
n′=1

〈tn, Lbn′〉Ucn′ = 〈tn, u〉U , n = 1, . . . , N, (4.16)

N∑
n′=1

〈bn, Latn′〉Fdn′ = 〈bn, g〉F , n = 1, . . . , N. (4.17)

The set of equations (4.16) is the same as (4.4); the set (4.17) is for the

adjoint problem (4.9).

4.3 Definitions of original and adjoint problems

With careful definitions of the original and adjoint problems, the above

mathematical theory can be nicely linked to the physical problems formu-

lated by (3.3), (3.9) and (3.17).
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As the first example, consider the electrostatic problem formulated by

(3.3) when there is only one conductor. The most obvious choice for the

definition of the operator L is

L : f →
∫
S
G(r, r′)f(r′) dS′, (4.18)

in which case f ≡ � and u ≡ U . Since the problem is real-valued, the inner

product 〈f, g〉F can be defined as

〈f, g〉F =

∫
S
f(r)g(r) dS (4.19)

and 〈u, v〉U similarly. Then, by a change of the order of integration it can

be shown that La = L. Moreover, defining v ≡ f and g ≡ u,

J0 = 〈f, g〉F = 〈u, v〉U = U

∫
S
�(r) dS = UQ. (4.20)

This equals two times the electrostatic energy in (3.5) and is thus also

proportional to the capacitance. Moreover, by examining δJ in (4.12) it is

found that the variation is negative for all δ�. Hence, it can be concluded

that with the above definitions of the original and adjoint problems, the

functional J in (4.10) yields an estimated value for the capacitance, the

error of which is of second-order and which is always smaller than the

exact value. The above formulation can be generalised for any number of

conductors.

Reconsider the above electrostatic problem when the conductor is an

indefinitely thin strip with S = { (x, y) | x ∈ [−1, 1], y = 0 }. The sur-

face charge distribution on such a strip is known to grow like the inverse

square root of the distance to the edge when approaching the edge; see e.g.

[4, Sec. 2.11], [13], [14, Ch. 4] or [15]. Then, the most rigorous formulation

of the problem is obtained by introducing a weight function w that exactly

matches with the edge singularity, namely,

w(x) =
1√

1− x2
, (4.21)

and attaching w to the operator and the inner products so that

L : f →
∫ 1

−1
G(x, y;x′, 0)w(x′)f(x′) dx′, (4.22)

〈f, g〉F =

∫ 1

−1
w(x)f(x)g(x) dx (4.23)

and similarly for 〈u, v〉U . Then, the unknown function f of the resulting

modified problem must be smooth and expressible with a plain polynomial

of x.
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Next, consider the magnetostatic problem formulated by (3.9) when there

is only one conductor. The operator of the problem can be defined as

L : f →
∫
S
G(r, r′)f(r′) dS′, (4.24)

in which case f ≡ J and u ≡ Asurf. Since the problem is real-valued, the

inner product 〈f ,g〉F can be defined as

〈f ,g〉F =

∫
S
f(r) · g(r) dS (4.25)

and similarly for 〈u,v〉U . Then, by a change of the order of integration it

can be shown that La = L. Moreover, defining v ≡ f and g ≡ u,

J0 = 〈f ,g〉F = 〈u,v〉U =

∫
S
J(r) ·Asurf(r) dS = ΨI. (4.26)

This equals two times the magnetostatic energy in (3.11) and is thus also

inversely proportional to the inductance. Moreover, by examining δJ in

(4.12) it is found that the variation is negative for all δJ. Therefore, it

can be concluded that with the above definitions of the original and ad-

joint problems, the functional J in (4.10) yields an estimated value for

the inductance, the error of which is of second-order and which is always

greater than the exact value. The above formulation can be generalised

for any number of conductors.

If the conductor in the above magnetostatic problem is, for instance, an

indefinitely thin strip, the edge singularity of the surface current can be

embedded in the operator and the inner product just like in the electro-

static problem.

As a final example, consider the scattering problem formulated by (3.17).

The operator of the problem can be defined as

L : f → f(r)− (k2I+∇∇) ·
∫
V
G(r, r′)χ(r′)f(r′) dV ′, (4.27)

in which case f ≡ E and u ≡ Einc. If the inner product 〈f ,g〉F is defined as

〈f ,g〉F =

∫
V
f∗(r) · g(r) dV (4.28)

and similarly for 〈u,v〉U , the adjoint operator turns out to be

La : v → v(r)− χ∗(r)(k2I+∇∇) ·
∫
V
G∗(r, r′)v(r′) dV ′. (4.29)

This suggests that the adjoint problem of (3.17) is of the form of the com-

plex conjugate of (3.18). Moreover, defining v∗ ≡ P′ and g∗ ≡ ε0χE
inc
0

′
e−ikk̂·r,

J0
∗ = 〈f ,g〉F = ε0E

inc
0

′ ·
∫
V
e−ikk̂·rχ(r)E(r) dV. (4.30)
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Now, by choosing Einc
0

′ properly, the right-hand-side of (4.30) can be set

proportional to a component of the scattering pattern in (3.19). Hence,

it can be concluded that with the above definitions of the original and

adjoint problems, the functional J in (4.10) yields an estimated value for

the scattering pattern, the error of which is of second-order.

4.4 Choice of basis and test functions

Quite an obvious criterion in choosing the basis functions is that they

should approximate the unknown function of the original problem (4.1)

well. More precisely, BN should be such that f is close to it when N is

finite and is captured in it at the latest when N → ∞. In addition, BN

may be chosen so that it excludes functions with unwanted properties.

Take, for example, the electrostatic problem with an indefinitely thin

strip conductor discussed earlier. If the problem is defined with the weight

function defined as in (4.21), the natural choice for the basis functions is

bn(x) = Tn−1(x), (4.31)

where Tn−1 is Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, which with n =

1, 2, . . . constitute an orthonormal set with the inner product defined as

in (4.23). These polynomials are eigenfunctions of the operator in (4.22).

If the problem is defined without the weight function, the basis functions

can be defined as

bn(x) =
Tn−1(x)√
1− x2

. (4.32)

This leads to the same numerical results, only not through as a rigorous

formulation. In Fig. 4.1, there are examples of expansions without and

with the weight function. Other planar geometries, for which the edge

singularity of the surface charge and current distributions can be analyti-

cally formulated, include at least a circular disk, an elliptic disk and a cir-

cular ring. In Publications I and II, electro- and magnetostatic problems

consisting of circular ring conductors are solved by using similar entire-

domain basis functions with analytical and exact edge singularities. Some

details are revised in Section 6.

If the geometry is more complex, BN must be constructed out of simpler

sub-domain basis functions. Common choices are piecewise constant func-

tions, rooftop functions on quadrilateral supports and the so-called RWG

functions on triangular supports, introduced in [16]. The advantages of
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0.7 · − 0.2 · + 0.1 · =

(a)

·
(

0.7 · − 0.2 · + 0.1 ·
)

=

(b)

Figure 4.1. Example of constructing the electric charge on an indefinitely thin strip con-
ductor (a) when the edge singularity is left embedded in the unknown func-
tion and (b) when it is extracted into a separate weight function. In the latter
case, the basis functions are Chebyshev polynomials.

this kind of an approach are that it is applicable to arbitrary geometries

and that the entries of the system matrix A in (4.6) are sufficiently easy

to evaluate. The disadvantage is that N might get large, which brings

more challenges to the solution of the discretised problem (4.5). In Pub-

lication V, the scattering of an electromagnetic plane wave by the top of

a pine tree is solved by using the most simple piecewise constant sub-

domain basis functions. A short introduction of the problem is given in

Section 7.6.

Criteria for choosing the test functions do not at first seem as obvious as

in choosing the basis functions. However, one criterion is suggested by the

variational principle: if the best estimation is desired for the stationary

value of the functional in (4.10), the result of the variation in (4.12) sug-

gests that the test functions should be chosen so that they approximate

the unknown function of the adjoint problem (4.9) well. If the operator

is self-adjoint and the adjoint problem is defined similarly as the original

problem, the above criterion defines the test functions to be the same as

the basis functions. This leads to Galerkin’s method with

tn = bn. (4.33)

Even if the operator is not self-adjoint and the adjoint problem is not ex-

actly the same as the original problem, still many times the adjoint prob-

lem is similar to the original problem to such a degree that the well-chosen

basis functions approximate also the unknown function of the adjoint

problem well. Then, Galerkin’s method is an easy choice, even though
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a similar accuracy can be achieved with different choices as well, as noted

and demonstrated in [11]. In addition, if the operator L is self-adjoint,

Galerkin’s method leads to a hermitian system matrix A, which might

ease the solution of the discretised problem. The solutions presented in

Publications I and II apply Galerkin’s method.

Sometimes Galerkin’s method leads to difficult integrals in the evalua-

tion of the entries (4.6) of the system matrix A. The most simple evalua-

tion of the entries is obtained if the test functions are chosen to be Dirac

delta functions as

tn(r) = δ(r− rn), (4.34)

where rn are, for instance, the midpoints of the support of the basis func-

tions. The procedure is called point matching because it nails the approx-

imation f̃N exactly to f at r = r1, . . . , rN . Elsewhere, however, f̃N can be

almost anything. This suggests that, since δv in (4.12) is greater than with

the choice (4.33), the estimation for the stationary value of the functional

might not be as accurate as with Galerkin’s method. Also, with the point

matching, the system matrix A is not hermitian, which might make the

solution of the discretised problem more difficult. The solution presented

in Publication V applies the point matching.

4.5 Solution of discretised problem

If N is small, the discretised problem (4.5) can be solved simply by the

Gaussian elimination. This requires a numerical work proportional to

N3, which grows fast with N . So, if N is large, (4.5) must be solved by

using an iterative scheme, such as Generalized minimal residual method

(GMRES), explained e.g. in [17, Lecture 35]. This lowers the numeri-

cal work to be proportional to MN2 if M is the number of iterations. If

N is very large, even this might be too much. Iterative schemes repeat-

edly apply a multiplication of the coefficient vector x by the system ma-

trix A. This matrix-vector multiplication can be accelerated by using the

MLFMA, for instance, the version of the algorithm presented in Publica-

tion IV, reviewed in Section 7 and applied in Publication V. This lowers

the numerical work further so that it becomes proportional to MN logN .
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5. Wave functions and translational
addition theorems for them

5.1 In an arbitrary separable system of co-ordinates

Consider the scalar Helmholtz equation (2.35) in an empty space, i.e.,

(∇2 + k20)Φ = 0, (5.1)

where k0 = ω
√
μ0ε0. The solutions of (5.1) obtained through the process

of separation of variables in a separable system of co-ordinates are called

scalar wave functions. Denote them by ψn. The wave functions form an

orthogonal set: 〈ψn, ψn′〉 = 0 if n �= n′. Above, the inner product is taken

over a surface with respect to two of the co-ordinates, the dependency

of ψn on the third co-ordinate being fixed through a separation equation

k · k = k20 where k is the wave vector. An arbitrary solution of (5.1) can be

expanded in wave functions as

Φ(r) =
∑
n

anψn(r), (5.2)

where an are expansion coefficients. They are determined through the

orthogonality of ψn.

The expansion in (5.2) is limited to the particular system of co-ordinates;

if the system is changed, the coefficients of the expansion are changed

as well. In particular, consider a translation of the origin illustrated in

Fig. 5.1. To that end, denote the field expressed in the initial and trans-

lated systems by Φinit and Φtrans, respectively, and the origin of the trans-

lated system with respect to the initial system by t. Then,

Φtrans(r) = Φinit(t+ r). (5.3)

Now, the question is: what are the coefficients atrans
n of Φtrans in terms of

the coefficients ainit
n of Φinit? The answer is found with the aid of a transla-

tional addition theorem for the scalar wave functions. The theorem gives
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Figure 5.1. Translation of origin. The initial system is defined by x′ and y′ and the trans-
lated system by x and y.

a wave function in the translated system in terms of the wave functions

in the initial system as

ψn′(t+ r) =
∑
n

αn,n′(t)ψn(r), (5.4)

where αn,n′ are scalar translation coefficients. Notice that since the wave

function on the left-hand-side of (5.4) must satisfy the wave equation also

as a function t, the translation coefficients on the right-hand-side must

satisfy the wave equation and, consequently, be expressible in terms of

the wave functions. By substituting (5.4) into the expansion of Φinit and

interchanging the order of summations, it is found that the coefficients of

Φtrans are given by

atrans
n =

∑
n′

αn,n′(t)ainit
n′ . (5.5)

Next, consider the vector Helmholtz equation (2.34) in an empty space,

i.e.,

(∇2 + k20)A = 0. (5.6)

An arbitrary solution of (5.6) could be decomposed into three rectangular

components, each of which could then be expanded in scalar wave func-

tions as a scalar field in (5.2). However, as presented e.g. in [3, Sec. 7.1],

there is a certain advantage in introducing vector wave functions Ln, Mn
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and Nn defined here as

Ln(r) =
1

k0
∇ψn(r), (5.7)

Mn(r) = Ln(r)× p, (5.8)

Nn(r) =
1

k0
∇×Mn(r), (5.9)

where p is called a pilot vector. With a proper choice of p, all the vector

wave functions of one type are orthogonal to the vector wave functions of

another type: 〈Ln,Mn′〉 = 0, 〈Ln,Nn′〉 = 0 and 〈Mn,Nn′〉 = 0 for all n, n′;

and the vector wave functions of the same type are orthogonal to each

other: 〈Ln,Ln′〉 = 0 if n �= n′, etc. Also, out of the three types of the vector

wave functions, one is irrotational: ∇ × Ln = 0; while the other two are

solenoidal: ∇ · Mn = 0, ∇ · Nn = 0; and besides (5.9), k0Mn = ∇ × Nn.

Now, the advantage in introducing the vector wave functions is that if Φ

is expanded as in (5.2) and A is expanded as

A(r) =
k0
iω

∑
n

[anLn(r) + bnMn(r) + cnNn(r)], (5.10)

substitutions of these expansions into the frequency-domain forms of (2.26)

and (2.25) with (2.7) imply that the electric and magnetic fields are ex-

panded in terms of only Mn and Nn as

E(r) = k0
∑
n

[bnMn(r) + cnNn(r)], (5.11)

H(r) = −iωε0
∑
n

[cnMn(r) + bnNn(r)]. (5.12)

So, one set of coefficients is saved in contrast to using three expansions

for the rectangular components of E and H.

Now, consider the translation of the origin formulated similarly as in

the scalar case so that

Atrans(r) = Ainit(t+ r). (5.13)

While the translation of the irrotational part is already given by (5.4), the

translation of the solenoidal part is enabled by the translation addition

theorems for the vector wave functions, which are of the form

Mn′(t+ r) =
∑
n

[βn,n′(t)Mn(r) + γn,n′(t)Nn(r)], (5.14)

Nn′(t+ r) =
∑
n

[γn,n′(t)Mn(r) + βn,n′(t)Nn(r)], (5.15)

where βn,n′ and γn,n′ are vector translation coefficients. Notice that the

vector wave functions on the left-hand-sides of (5.14) and (5.15) must sat-

isfy the vector wave equation also as a function of t. Then, it follows
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that the translation coefficients on the right-hand-sides must satisfy the

scalar wave equation. By substituting (5.14) and (5.15) into the expansion

of Ainit, interchanging the order of summation and collecting the terms, it

is found that the coefficients of Atrans are given by

btrans
n =

∑
n′

[βn,n′(t)binit
n′ + γn,n′(t)cinit

n′ ], (5.16)

ctrans
n =

∑
n′

[γn,n′(t)binit
n′ + βn,n′(t)cinit

n′ ]. (5.17)

5.2 In rectangular system of co-ordinates

In the rectangular system of co-ordinates, the separation of variables in

(5.1) shows that the scalar wave functions are composed of trigonometric

and exponential functions. One possible form is a plane wave

ψ(kρ, r) = eik·r (5.18)

with k = kρ + ẑkz where kρ is taken as an independent variable, kz being

fixed through the separation equation kρ ·kρ+k2z = k20. The wave functions

defined as in (5.18) are orthogonal on any plane parallel to the xy-plane.

An arbitrary solution of (5.1) can be expanded in wave functions as

Φ(r) =

∫
R2

a(kρ)ψ(kρ, r) dS(kρ), (5.19)

where, writing r = ρ+ ẑz and applying the orthogonality on the xy-plane,

a(kρ) =
1

2π

∫
R2

Φ(ρ)ψ∗(kρ,ρ) dS(ρ). (5.20)

The translational addition theorem for a plane wave is especially simple:

eik·(t+r) = eik·teik·r. (5.21)

Formulated for the scalar wave functions defined as in (5.18), the theorem

is

ψ(kρ, t+ r) = α(kρ, t)ψ(kρ, r), (5.22)

where

α(kρ, t) = ψ(kρ, t). (5.23)

By substituting (5.22) into the expansion of Φinit, it is found that atrans(kρ)

is given by

atrans(kρ) = α(kρ, t)a
init(kρ). (5.24)
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The vector wave functions in the rectangular system of co-ordinates are

obtained by introducing (5.18) in (5.7)–(5.9). Choosing p = ẑ they are

L(kρ, r) = ik̂eik·r, (5.25)

M(kρ, r) = ik̂ × ẑeik·r, (5.26)

N(kρ, r) = ik̂ × (ik̂ × ẑ)eik·r, (5.27)

where k̂ = k/k0. The wave functions defined as in (5.25)–(5.27) are or-

thogonal on any plane parallel to the xy-plane. An arbitrary solution of

(5.6) can be expanded in wave functions as

A(r) =
k0
iω

∫
R2

[a(kρ)L(kρ, r)+b(kρ)M(kρ, r)+c(kρ)N(kρ, r)] dS(kρ), (5.28)

where a(kρ) is as in (5.20) and

b(kρ) =
iω

k0

1

2π

∫
R2

A(ρ) ·M∗(kρ,ρ) dS(ρ), (5.29)

c(kρ) =
iω

k0

1

2π

∫
R2

A(ρ) ·N∗(kρ,ρ) dS(ρ). (5.30)

It is easy to see that the translational addition theorems for the vector

wave functions defined as in (5.25)–(5.27) are

M(kρ, t+ r) = β(kρ, t)M(kρ, r), (5.31)

N(kρ, t+ r) = β(kρ, t)N(kρ, r), (5.32)

where

β(kρ, t) = ψ(kρ, t). (5.33)

By substituting (5.31) and (5.32) into the expansion of Ainit, it is found

that btrans(kρ) and ctrans(kρ) are given by

btrans(kρ) = β(kρ, t)b
init(kρ), (5.34)

ctrans(kρ) = β(kρ, t)c
init(kρ). (5.35)

The above translations of plane waves are said to be diagonal. In numer-

ical calculations, ainit, binit and cinit are sampled at discrete values of kρ,

and these samples are collected in vectors. The corresponding vectors for

atrans, btrans and ctrans are obtained through multiplications by translation

matrices consisting of samples of α and β. These translation matrices are

diagonal. This is not the case in other systems of co-ordinates considered

next.
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5.3 In cylindrical system of co-ordinates

In the cylindrical system of co-ordinates, the separation of variables in

(5.1) shows that scalar wave functions finite at the z-axis can be defined

as

ψm(kρ, r) = Jm(kρρ)e
imφeikzz, (5.36)

where r = x̂ρ cosφ+ ŷρ sinφ+ ẑz, and kρ is taken as an independent vari-

able, kz being fixed through the separation equation k2ρ + k2z = k20. The ra-

dial function Jm is a Bessel function of the first kind. The wave functions

defined as in (5.36) are orthogonal on any plane parallel to the xy-plane.

An arbitrary solution of (5.1) can be expanded in wave functions as

Φ(r) =
∞∑

m=−∞

∫ ∞

0
am(kρ)ψm(kρ, r)kρ dkρ, (5.37)

where writing ρ = x̂ρ cosφ+ ŷρ sinφ and applying the orthogonality on the

xy-plane,

am(kρ) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

0
Φ(ρ)ψm

∗(kρ,ρ)ρ dρ dφ. (5.38)

Now, consider the translational addition theorem for the cylindrical scalar

wave functions defined as in (5.36). As given in [18, Sec. 11.3, Eq. (2)], the

addition theorem for Bessel functions is

Jm′(kρρ
′)eim

′φ′
=

∞∑
m=−∞

Jm′−m(kρτ)e
i(m′−m)ϑJm(kρρ)e

imφ, (5.39)

where the geometry is as shown in Fig. 5.2. Since a translation along the

z-axis is similar to the translation of a plane wave, the complete theorem

is

ψm′(kρ, t+ r) =
∞∑

m=−∞
αm,m′(kρ, t)ψm(kρ, r), (5.40)

where

αm,m′(kρ, t) = ψm′−m(kρ, t). (5.41)

By substituting (5.40) into the expansion of Φinit and interchanging the

order of summations, it is found that atrans
m (kρ) are given by

atrans
m (kρ) =

∞∑
m′=−∞

αm,m′(kρ, t)a
init
m′ (kρ). (5.42)

Vector wave functions in the cylindrical system of co-ordinates are ob-
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Figure 5.2. Translation of origin in the cylindrical system of co-ordinates.

tained by introducing (5.36) in (5.7)–(5.9). Choosing p = ẑk0/kρ they are

Lm(kρ, r) =

{
kρ
k0

[
ρ̂J ′

m(kρρ) + φ̂im
Jm(kρρ)

kρρ

]
+

ikz
k0

ẑJm(kρρ)

}
eimφeikzz,

(5.43)

Mm(kρ, r) =

[
ρ̂im

Jm(kρρ)

kρρ
− φ̂J ′

m(kρρ)

]
eimφeikzz, (5.44)

Nm(kρ, r) =

{
ikz
k0

[
ρ̂J ′

m(kρρ) + φ̂im
Jm(kρρ)

kρρ

]
+

kρ
k0

ẑJm(kρρ)

}
eimφeikzz.

(5.45)

The wave functions defined as in (5.43)–(5.45) are orthogonal on any plane

parallel to the xy-plane. An arbitrary solution of (5.6) can be expanded in

wave functions as

A(r) =
k0
iω

∞∑
m=−∞

∫ ∞

0
[am(kρ)Lm(kρ, r) + bm(kρ)Mm(kρ, r)

+ cm(kρ)Nm(kρ, r)]kρ dkρ, (5.46)

where am(kρ) are as in (5.38) and

bm(kρ) =
iω

k0

1

2π

∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

0
A(ρ) ·Mm

∗(kρ,ρ)ρ dρ dφ, (5.47)

cm(kρ) =
iω

k0

1

2π

∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

0
A(ρ) ·Nm

∗(kρ,ρ)ρ dρ dφ. (5.48)

Additional translation theorems for the cylindrical vector wave func-

tions can be obtained directly from the scalar theorem: if (5.40) is substi-

tuted into (5.7)–(5.9) with p = ẑ/kρ, it is found that the gradient operator,
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cross product and curl operator affect only the wave functions, not the

translation coefficients, yielding

Mm′(kρ, t+ r) =
∞∑

m=−∞
βm,m′(kρ, t)Mm(kρ, r), (5.49)

Nm′(kρ, t+ r) =
∞∑

m=−∞
βm,m′(kρ, t)Nm(kρ, r), (5.50)

where

βm,m′(kρ, t) = ψm′−m(kρ, t). (5.51)

By substituting (5.49) and (5.50) into the expansion of Ainit and inter-

changing the order of summations, it is found that btrans
m (kρ) and ctrans

m (kρ)

are given by

btrans
m (kρ) =

∞∑
m′=−∞

βm,m′(kρ, t)b
init
m′ (kρ), (5.52)

ctrans
m (kρ) =

∞∑
m′=−∞

βm,m′(kρ, t)c
init
m′ (kρ). (5.53)

The translation matrices obtained by sampling αm,m′(kρ, t) and βm,m′(kρ, t)

at discrete values of kρ are block-diagonal.

5.4 In spherical system of co-ordinates

In the spherical system of co-ordinates, the separation of variables in (5.1)

shows that scalar wave functions can be defined as

ψl,m(r) = zl(k0r)Yl,m(r̂), (5.54)

where r = |r|, r̂ = r/r, l = 0, 1, . . . and m = −l, . . . , l. The radial function

zl is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind jl if the wave function

is incoming (or locally standing) and the spherical Hankel function of the

first kind h
(1)
l if the wave is outgoing (or radiating). The angular function

Yl,m is the spherical harmonic defined as

Yl,m(r̂) =

√
2l + 1

4π

(l −m)!

(l +m)!
Pm
l (cos θ)eimφ, (5.55)

where r̂ = x̂ sin θ cosφ + ŷ sin θ sinφ + ẑ cos θ, and Pm
l is the associate Leg-

endre function.

The spherical harmonics defined as in (5.55) are orthonormal on a sphere

with θ ∈ (0, π) and φ ∈ [0, 2π). To find the coefficients for the expansion of

a given scalar field in spherical scalar wave functions, the orthogonality
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can be applied on any sphere with a radius r provided that zl(k0r) is not

zero for any needed l. However, in some cases, for instance, in deriving

the translational addition theorems, it is better to get rid of zl by applying

incoming wave and radiation patterns as follows.

A scalar field Φ inside a sphere S due to a source outside S can be ex-

panded in incoming spherical scalar wave functions as

Φ(r) =
∞∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

al,mψin
l,m(r). (5.56)

For instance, a plane wave can be expanded as

eik0k̂·r = 4π
∞∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

ilYl,m
∗(k̂)ψin

l,m(r). (5.57)

The above expansion is the counterpart of the following expansion of an

incoming spherical scalar wave function in plane waves, given e.g. in [19,

Eq. (2.44)],

ψin
l,m(r) = (−i)l

1

4π

∫
B
Yl,m(k̂)eik0k̂·r dΩ, (5.58)

where the integral is with respect to k̂ = x̂ sinα cosβ+ ŷ sinα sinβ+ ẑ cosα

over

B = { k̂ | α ∈ (0, π), β ∈ [0, 2π) }. (5.59)

An approximate expansion of an arbitrary field Φ in plane waves is ob-

tained by substituting (5.58) into a truncation of (5.56) and interchanging

the order of integration and summation, yielding

Φ(r) ≈ 1

4π

∫
B
Φ0(k̂)e

ik0k̂·r dΩ, (5.60)

where

Φ0(k̂) =
P∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

(−i)lal,mYl,m(k̂), (5.61)

which is the incoming wave pattern of Φ. Now, the coefficients are found

through Φ0 by the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics as

al,m = il
∫
B
Φ0(k̂)Yl,m

∗(k̂) dΩ. (5.62)

A scalar field Φ outside a sphere S due to a source inside S can be ex-

panded in outgoing spherical scalar wave functions as

Φ(r) =
∞∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

al,mψout
l,m(r). (5.63)

In the far zone with k0r 
 1 the field can be approximated as

Φ(r) ≈ eik0r

ik0r
Φ∞(r̂), (5.64)
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where Φ∞ is the radiation pattern of Φ defined as

Φ∞(k̂) = lim
k0r→∞

ik0r

eik0r
Φ(k̂r). (5.65)

Applying (5.65) on the both sides of (5.63) yields

Φ∞(k̂) =

∞∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

(−i)lal,mYl,m(k̂). (5.66)

Now, the coefficients are found through Φ∞ by the orthogonality of the

spherical harmonics as

al,m = il
∫
B
Φ∞(k̂)Yl,m

∗(k̂) dΩ. (5.67)

An approximate expansion of Φ in terms of Φ∞, more accurate at a close

range than (5.64), is obtained by substituting (5.67) into a truncation of

(5.63) and interchanging the order of integration and summation, yielding

Φ(r) ≈ 1

4π

∫
B
Φ∞(k̂)TP (k̂, r) dΩ, (5.68)

where

TP (k̂, r) = 4π
P∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

ilYl,m
∗(k̂)ψout

l,m(r). (5.69)

The expression in (5.69) is called the Rokhlin translator. It is an impor-

tant tool in MLFMA discussed in Sec. 7. The Rokhlin translator diverges

as P → ∞, the divergence becoming exponential after P exceeds k0r. This

phenomenon is called the low-frequency breakdown of the Rokhlin trans-

lator. The physical explanation for the breakdown is that the radiation

pattern of a source of a fixed size loses its fine structure as the frequency

gets lower. This is due to evanescent waves. As a result, the field close to

the source cannot be restored from the radiation pattern through (5.68).

Consequently, the expansion works only when k0r is not too small com-

pared to P .

Another expansion of Φ in terms of Φ∞, valid for all k0r, is obtained with

the aid of the following expansion, given e.g. in [20, Eq. (3.13)],

ψout
l,m(r) = (−i)l

1

2π

∫
C
Yl,m(k̂)eik0k̂·r dΩ, (5.70)

where

C = { k̂ | α ∈ Γ, β ∈ [0, 2π) }, (5.71)

and where

Γ = {α | α ∈ (0, π/2− i∞) }. (5.72)

The first part of Γ with α ∈ (0, π/2) is related to propagating waves and

the second part with α ∈ [π/2, π/2 − i∞) to evanescent waves. For this
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reason, (5.70) is called the expansion of an outgoing spherical scalar wave

function in inhomogeneous plane waves. An expansion of an arbitrary

field Φ in inhomogeneous plane waves is obtained by substituting (5.70)

into (5.63) and interchanging the order of integration and summation,

yielding

Φ(r) =
1

2π

∫
C
Φ∞(k̂)eik0k̂·r dΩ, (5.73)

where Φ∞ is as in (5.65) but continued into the complex domain C. While

owing to the evanescent waves the expansion in (5.73) works for all k0r,

it is restricted to field points with z > 0. This is because the integrand

diverges exponentially along α ∈ [π/2, π/2− i∞) if z < 0.

Now, consider the translational addition theorem for the spherical scalar

wave functions defined as in (5.54). There are three types of the theorem

depending on the types of the initial and translated wave functions. Let

them be called out-to-out, in-to-in and out-to-in translations. They are all

of the form

ψl′,m′(t+ r) =

∞∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

αl,m;l′,m′(t)ψl,m(r), (5.74)

where αl,m;l′,m′ are translation coefficients. By substituting (5.74) into the

expansion of Φinit and interchanging the order of summations, it is found

that the coefficients of Φtrans are given by

atrans
l,m =

∞∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

αl,m;l′,m′(t)ainit
l′,m′ . (5.75)

A unified derivation based on the radiation and incoming wave patterns

yielding the translation coefficients for all the types of the theorem is pre-

sented in Publication III. Below, there are some alternative integral ex-

pressions for the coefficients useful in the theory of the MLFMA discussed

in Section 7. As given in Publication III, Eq. (44), the coefficients of the

out-to-out translation are

αout-out
l,m;l′,m′(t) = il−l′

∫
B
Yl,m

∗(k̂)Yl′,m′(k̂)eik0k̂·t dΩ. (5.76)

The coefficients of the in-to-in translation are similar:

αin-in
l,m;l′,m′(t) = il−l′

∫
B
Yl,m

∗(k̂)Yl′,m′(k̂)eik0k̂·t dΩ. (5.77)

As given in Publication III, Eq. (51), the coefficients of the out-to-in trans-

lation have radiation patterns

(αout-in
l,m;l′,m′)∞(k̂) = 4πil−l′Yl,m

∗(k̂)Yl′,m′(k̂). (5.78)
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Then, (5.68) suggests that the coefficients are

αout-in
l,m;l′,m′(t) = il−l′

∫
B
Yl,m

∗(k̂)Yl′,m′(k̂)T2P (k̂, t) dΩ. (5.79)

Because of the property of T2P (k̂, t), the above expression works only when

k0t is not too small compared to 2P . An alternative expression for the

coefficients of the out-to-in translation, valid for all k0t, is obtained by

substituting (5.78) into (5.73), yielding

αout-in
l,m;l′,m′(t) = 2il−l′

∫
C
Yl,m

∗(k̂)Yl′,m′(k̂)eik0k̂·t dΩ. (5.80)

However, this equation is valid only when ẑ · t > 0.

Vector wave functions in the spherical system of co-ordinates are ob-

tained by introducing (5.54) in (5.7)–(5.9). Choosing p = ik0r/
√

l(l + 1)

they are

Ll,m(r) = r̂z′l(k0r)Yl,m(r̂) +
z(k0r)

k0r
Vl,m(r̂), (5.81)

Ml,m(r) = zl(k0r)Ul,m(r̂), (5.82)

Nl,m(r) = −iz′l(k0r)Vl,m(r̂)− i
zl(k0r)

k0r
Vl,m(r̂) +

zl(k0r)

k0r
ir̂
√

l(l + 1)Yl,m(r̂),

(5.83)

where Ul,m and Vl,m are vector spherical harmonics defined here as

Ul,m(r̂) =
i√

l(l + 1)
∇ΩYl,m(r̂)× r̂, (5.84)

Vl,m(r̂) = ir̂ ×Ul,m(r̂), (5.85)

where ∇Ω is a surface gradient on the unit sphere.

The vector spherical harmonics defined as in (5.84) and (5.85) are or-

thonormal on a sphere with θ ∈ (0, π) and φ ∈ [0, 2π). To find the coeffi-

cients for the expansion of a given field in spherical vector wave functions

through wave patterns on the unit sphere, just like in the scalar case

above, consider E instead of A. This is because E, unlike A, has transver-

sal radiation and incoming wave patterns.

An electric field E inside a sphere S due to a source outside S can be

expanded in incoming spherical vector wave functions as

E(r) = k0

∞∑
l=1

l∑
m=−l

[bl,mMin
l,m(r) + cl,mNin

l,m(r)]. (5.86)

For instance, a plane wave can be expanded through

(I− k̂k̂)eik0k̂·r = 4π
∞∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

il[Ul,m
∗(k̂)Min

l,m(r) +Vl,m
∗(k̂)Nin

l,m(r)]. (5.87)
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The above expansion is the counterpart of the following expansions of the

incoming spherical vector wave functions in plane waves, given e.g. in [20,

Eqs. (4.17a) and (4.17b)],

Min
l,m(r) = (−i)l

1

4π

∫
B
Ul,m(k̂)eik0k̂·r dΩ, (5.88)

Nin
l,m(r) = (−i)l

1

4π

∫
B
Vl,m(k̂)eik0k̂·r dΩ. (5.89)

An expansion of an arbitrary electric field E in plane waves is obtained by

substituting (5.88) and (5.89) into a truncation of (5.86) and interchanging

the order of integration and summation, yielding

E(r) ≈ 1

4π

∫
B
E0(k̂)e

ik0k̂·r dΩ, (5.90)

where

E0(k̂) = k0

P∑
l=1

l∑
m=−l

(−i)l[bl,mUl,m(k̂) + cl,mVl,m(k̂)], (5.91)

which is the incoming wave pattern of E. Now, the coefficients are found

through E0 by the orthogonality of the vector spherical harmonics as

bl,m = il
1

k0

∫
B
E0(k̂) ·Ul,m

∗(k̂) dΩ, (5.92)

cl,m = il
1

k0

∫
B
E0(k̂) ·Vl,m

∗(k̂) dΩ. (5.93)

An electric field E outside a sphere S due to a source inside S can be

expanded in outgoing spherical vector wave functions as

E(r) = k0

∞∑
l=1

l∑
m=−l

[bl,mMout
l,m(r) + cl,mNout

l,m(r)]. (5.94)

In the far zone with k0r 
 1 the field can be approximated as

E(r) ≈ eik0r

ik0r
E∞(r̂), (5.95)

where E∞ is the radiation pattern of E defined as

E∞(k̂) = lim
k0r→∞

ik0r

eik0r
E(k̂r). (5.96)

Applying (5.96) on the both sides of (5.94) yields

E∞(k̂) = k0

∞∑
l=1

l∑
m=−l

(−i)l[bl,mUl,m(k̂) + cl,mVl,m(k̂)]. (5.97)

Now, the coefficients are found through E∞ by the orthogonality of the

vector spherical harmonics as

bl,m = il
1

k0

∫
B
E∞(k̂) ·Ul,m

∗(k̂) dΩ, (5.98)

cl,m = il
1

k0

∫
B
E∞(k̂) ·Vl,m

∗(k̂) dΩ. (5.99)
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An approximate formula for E in terms of E∞, more accurate at a close

range than (5.95), is obtained by substituting (5.98) and (5.99) in a trunca-

tion of (5.94) and interchanging the order of integration and summation,

yielding

E(r) ≈ 1

4π

∫
B
E∞(k̂) · TP (k̂, r) dΩ, (5.100)

where

TP (k̂, r) = 4π

P∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

il[Ul,m
∗(k̂)Mout

l,m(r) +Vl,m
∗(k̂)Nout

l,m(r)]. (5.101)

As in the scalar case, the above formulation is valid only when k0r is not

too small compared to P .

Another formula for E in terms of E∞, valid for all k0r, is obtained with

the aid of the following inhomogeneous plane wave expansions of the out-

going vector spherical wave functions, given e.g. in [20, Eqs. (4.14a) and

(4.14b)],

Mout
l,m(r) = (−i)l

1

2π

∫
C
Ul,m(k̂)eik0k̂·r dΩ, (5.102)

Nout
l,m(r) = (−i)l

1

2π

∫
C
Vl,m(k̂)eik0k̂·r dΩ. (5.103)

An inhomogeneous plane wave expansion of an arbitrary E is obtained by

substituting (5.102) and (5.103) into (5.94) and interchanging the order of

integration and summation, yielding

E(r) =
1

2π

∫
C
E∞(k̂)eik0k̂·r dΩ, (5.104)

where E∞ is as defined in (5.96) but continued into the complex domain

C. Again, the above expression is valid only when ẑ · r > 0.

Now, consider the translational addition theorem for the spherical vec-

tor wave functions defined as in (5.81)–(5.83). As in the scalar case, there

are three types of the theorem and they are all of the form

Ml′,m′(t+ r) =

∞∑
l=1

l∑
m=−l

[βl,m;l′,m′(t)Ml,m(r) + γl,m;l′,m′(t)Nl,m(r)], (5.105)

Nl′,m′(t+ r) =
∞∑
l=1

l∑
m=−l

[γl,m;l′,m′(t)Ml,m(r) + βl,m;l′,m′(t)Nl,m(r)], (5.106)

where βl,m;l′,m′(t) and γl,m;l′,m′(t) are translation coefficients. By substi-

tuting (5.105) and (5.106) into the expansion of Einit, changing the order

of summation and collecting the terms, it is found that the coefficients of
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Etrans are given by

btrans
l,m =

∞∑
l′=1

l′∑
m′=−l′

[βl,m;l′,m′(t)binit
l′,m′ + γl,m;l′,m′(t)cinit

l′,m′ ], (5.107)

ctrans
l,m =

∞∑
l′=1

l′∑
m′=−l′

[γl,m;l′,m′(t)binit
l′,m′ + βl,m;l′,m′(t)cinit

l′,m′ ]. (5.108)

A unified derivation based on the radiation and incoming wave patterns

yielding the translation coefficients for all the types of the theorem is pre-

sented in Publication III. Below, there are some alternative integral ex-

pressions for the coefficients. As given in Publication III, Eqs. (56) and

(57), the coefficients of the out-to-out translation are

βout-out
l,m;l′,m′(t) = il−l′

∫
B
Ul,m

∗(k̂) ·Ul′,m′(k̂)eik0k̂·t dΩ, (5.109)

γout-out
l,m;l′,m′(t) = il−l′

∫
B
Ul,m

∗(k̂) ·Vl′,m′(k̂)eik0k̂·t dΩ. (5.110)

The coefficients of the in-to-in translation are similar. As given in Publi-

cation III, Eq. (63), the coefficients of the out-to-in translation have radi-

ation patterns

(βout-in
l,m;l′,m′)∞(k̂) = 4πil−l′Ul,m

∗(k̂) ·Ul′,m′(k̂), (5.111)

(γout-in
l,m;l′,m′)∞(k̂) = 4πil−l′Ul,m

∗(k̂) ·Vl′,m′(k̂). (5.112)

Then, (5.68) suggests that the coefficients are given by

βout-in
l,m;l′,m′(t) = il−l′

∫
B
Ul,m

∗(k̂) ·Ul′,m′(k̂)T2P (k̂, t) dΩ, (5.113)

γout-in
l,m;l′,m′(t) = il−l′

∫
B
Ul,m

∗(k̂) ·Vl′,m′(k̂)T2P (k̂, t) dΩ. (5.114)

Because of the property of T2P (k̂, t), the above expression works only when

k0t is not too small compared to 2P . An alternative expression for the

coefficients of the out-to-in translation, which works for all k0t, is obtained

by substituting (5.111) and (5.112) into (5.104), yielding

βout-in
l,m;l′,m′(t) = 2il−l′

∫
C
Ul,m

∗(k̂) ·Ul′,m′(k̂)eik0k̂·t dΩ, (5.115)

γout-in
l,m;l′,m′(t) = 2il−l′

∫
C
Ul,m

∗(k̂) ·Vl′,m′(k̂)eik0k̂·t dΩ. (5.116)

However, these are valid only when ẑ · t > 0.

It is easy to notice from the above expressions for the translation coeffi-

cients αl,m;l′,m′ , βl,m;l′,m′ and γl,m;l′,m′ that, in general, the coefficients are

non-zero for all l,m; l′,m′. That is, the translation matrices consisting of

the coefficients are full matrices.
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5.5 In ultra-spherical system of co-ordinates

As a continuation of the above route from plane waves first to cylindrical

waves and then to spherical waves, consider now ultra-spherical waves in

a p-dimensional space R
p. Although a general analysis becomes difficult

when p > 3, a certain rotationally symmetric scalar case is formulated in

[18, Sec. 4.83]. Accordingly, ultra-spherical scalar wave functions can be

defined as

ψl(r, θ) =
Zl+ p

2
−1(k0r)

(k0r)
p
2
−1

C
( p
2
−1)

l (cos θ). (5.117)

C
( p
2
−1)

l is the Gegenbauer polynomial of order p/2 − 1. r is a radial co-

ordinate so that r2 = x21 + · · · + x2p where x1, . . . , xp are the cartesian co-

ordinates in R
p. θ is an angular co-ordinate so that cos θ = xp/r. The wave

functions are rotationally symmetric along the other angles.

Consider a translational addition theorem for the ultra-spherical scalar

wave functions defined as in (5.117). According to Gegenbauer’s addition

theorem [18, Sec. 11.41, Eq. (4)],

Z p
2
−1(k0

√
t2 + r2 − 2tr cosϑ)

(k0
√
t2 + r2 − 2tr cosϑ)

p
2
−1

= 2
p
2
−1Γ

(
p

2
− 1

) ∞∑
l=0

(
p

2
− 1 + l

)
J p

2
−1+l(k0t)

(k0t)
p
2
−1

Z p
2
−1+l(k0r)

(k0r)
p
2
−1

C
( p
2
−1)

l (cosϑ).

(5.118)

This result is exploited in Section 6.4 to derive an integral transform for

basis functions for a charge on a ring conductor.
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6. Spatial-spectral hybrid method in
cylindrical system of co-ordinates

6.1 Hankel transforms

Suppose that a scalar function F can be expanded in the cylindrical sys-

tem of co-ordinates as

F (r) =

∞∑
m=−∞

Fm(ρ, z)eimφ, (6.1)

Fm(ρ, z) =

∫ ∞

0
fm(kρ, z)Jm(kρρ)kρ dkρ, (6.2)

where

fm(kρ, z) =

∫ ∞

0
Fm(ρ, z)Jm(kρρ)ρ dρ, (6.3)

Fm(ρ, z) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
F (r)e−imφ dφ. (6.4)

The integrals in (6.3) and (6.2) form a Hankel transform pair of order

m. The expansion formed by (6.1) and (6.2) is a generalisation of the

expansion of a scalar field in cylindrical scalar wave functions in (5.37),

and the integrals in (6.3) and (6.4) are similar to the integrals in (5.38).

Suppose that a vector function F = ρ̂Fρ + φ̂Fφ can be expanded as

F(r) =
∞∑

m=−∞
Fm(ρ, z)eimφ, (6.5)

Fm(ρ, z) =

∫ ∞

0
fm(kρ, z) ·Hm(kρρ)kρ dkρ, (6.6)

where

fm(kρ, z) =

∫ ∞

0
Fm(ρ, z) ·Hm

H(kρρ)ρ dρ, (6.7)

Fm(ρ, z) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
F(r)e−imφ dφ (6.8)

and

Hm(kρρ) = k̂ρ

[
ρ̂J ′

m(kρρ)+φ̂im
Jm(kρρ)

kρρ

]
+β̂

[
ρ̂im

Jm(kρρ)

kρρ
−φ̂J ′

m(kρρ)

]
. (6.9)
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The integrals in (6.7) and (6.6) form a vector Hankel transform pair of

order m. The vector Hankel transform was introduced and its properties

are proved in [21]. The expansion formed by (6.5) and (6.7) is related

to the expansion of a vector field in cylindrical vector wave functions in

(5.46), and the integrals in (6.7) and (6.8) are related to the integrals in

(5.47) and (5.48).

6.2 Static Green’s function in layered medium

Consider a static Green’s function G in a layered medium. Suppose that

the medium is layered in the z-direction and invariant in the x- and y-

directions as illustrated in Fig. 6.1 and defined in Publication II, Section 2.

The solution of G can be greatly simplified by using the Hankel trans-

form defined in Section 6.1. However, the Hankel transform g(kρ, z, z
′) of

G(r, r′) decays slowly as a function of kρ if z is close to z′, the limiting rate

being 1/kρ. A remedy is to divide G, somewhat similarly as in (2.42), into

two parts as

G = Gpri +Gsec, (6.10)

where Gpri, as described in Publication II, Section 5, includes the fields of

the primary source and the first image sources that are easy to formulate

explicitly. The fields of the rest of the infinitely many image sources are

included in Gsec, which can be formulated with an exponentially decaying

Hankel transform gsec. The formulation of Gsec is described in Publica-

tion II, Section 5. Below, there is an alternative formulation based on an

expansion of Gsec in cylindrical static wave functions.

Suppose that the field point is in the lth layer with zl,1 < z < zl,2 and the

source point is in the l′th layer with zl′,1 < z′ < zl′,2. Since Gpri includes

the primary source, Gsec needs only to satisfy the homogeneous Laplace

equation and can thus be expanded in cylindrical static wave functions as

Gsec(r, r′) =
2∑

s=1

∞∑
m=−∞

∫ ∞

0
al,m,s(kρ, r

′)ψl,m,s(kρ, r)kρ dkρ, (6.11)

where

ψl,m,s(kρ, r) = Jm(kρρ)e
imφZl,s(kρ, z). (6.12)

Here, Zl,s consists of hyperbolic functions as defined in Publication II,

Eq. (22). Accordingly, Zl,1 equals one at the bottom of the layer and zero

at the top of the layer, and Zl,2 vice versa. If the system of co-ordinates is
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ε3, μ3

Figure 6.1. System of co-ordinates and layered medium.

translated so that the source comes to the z-axis, the field is rotationally

symmetric with respect to the z-axis and (6.11) reduces to

Gsec(r− ρ′, ẑz′) =
2∑

s=1

∫ ∞

0
al,0,s(kρ, ẑz

′)ψl,0,s(kρ, r− ρ′)kρ dkρ. (6.13)

Now, by virtue of the reciprocity between the field and the source,

al,0,s(kρ, ẑz
′) =

2∑
s′=1

gsec(kρ, zl,s, zl′,s′)Zl′,s′(kρ, z
′), (6.14)

where gsec(kρ, zl,s, zl′,s′) is given in Publication II, Eqs. (25) and (26). Then,

substituting (6.14) into (6.13) and restoring the location of the source with

the aid of the translational addition theorem (5.40), (6.13) becomes

Gsec(r, r′) =
2∑

s,s′=1

∞∑
m=−∞

∫ ∞

0
ψl,m,s(kρ, r)g

sec(kρ, zl,s, zl′,s′)ψl′,−m,s′(kρ, r
′)kρ dkρ.

(6.15)

6.3 MoM system matrix terms in hybrid method

Consider method of moment solutions of the electro- and magnetostatic

problems formulated by integral equations as in Sections 3.1 and 3.2

when the geometry consists of concentric ring conductors with rectangu-

lar cross-sections and a layered medium as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. When
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Figure 6.2. Ring conductors in a layered medium.

the Green’s function is divided into two parts as described above, also

matrix terms (4.6) are divided into corresponding parts as

an,n′ = apri
n,n′ + asec

n,n′ . (6.16)

Formulas for the matrix terms are given in Publication II, Section 6. Be-

low, there are revised choices for the formulas. The revisions include the

extraction of the edge singularity from the basis functions to a weight

function and a more explicit use of the vector Hankel transform in the

magnetostatic case. The notation is similar to the notation in Publica-

tion II, Section 6. In particular, Sp,q denotes the qth face of the pth con-

ductor and Lp,q a transversal line across the face.

In the electrostatic problem, the first part can be formulated as

apri
n,n′ =

∫
Sp,q

wp,q(ξ)bn(ξ)Φ
pri
n′ (r) dS, (6.17)

where

Φpri
n′ (r) =

∫
Sp′,q′

Gpri(r, r′)wp′,q′(ξ
′)bn′(ξ′) dS′. (6.18)

Above, wp,q is a weight function matching with the edge singularity on Sp,q

and bn is a polynomial basis function. By using the expansion (6.15), the

second part can be formulated as

asec
n,n′ =

∫ ∞

0

2∑
s,s′=1

In,s(kρ)g
sec(kρ, zl,s, zl′,s′)In′,s′(kρ)kρ dkρ, (6.19)
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where

In,s(kρ) = 2π

∫
Lp,q

wp,q(ξ)bn(ξ)J0(kρρ)Zl,s(kρ, z)ρ d�. (6.20)

The modes with m > 0 are dropped out since the problem is rotationally

symmetric. The integral in (6.20) is either the Hankel or Fourier trans-

form of wp,qbn depending on whether Sp,q is a horizontal or vertical face,

respectively.

In the magnetostatic problem, the first part can be formulated as

apri
n,n′ =

∫
Sp,q

φ̂wp,q(ξ)bn(ξ) ·Apri
n′ (r) dS, (6.21)

where

Apri
n′ (r) =

∫
Sp′,q′

Gpri(r, r′)φ̂′wp′,q′(ξ
′)bn′(ξ′) dS′. (6.22)

By using the expansion (6.15) and the vector Hankel transform (6.3), the

second part can be formulated as

asec
n,n′ =

∫ ∞

0

2∑
s,s′=1

In,s · gsec(kρ, zl,s, zl′,s′)In′,s′kρ dkρ, (6.23)

where

In,s(kρ) = 2π

∫
Lp,q

φ̂wp,q(ξ)bn(ξ) ·HH
0 (kρρ)Zl,s(kρ, z)ρ d�. (6.24)

6.4 Charge and current on ring conductor

Consider the choice of the weight function w and the basis functions b1, b2, . . .

for approximating a surface charge or current on a ring conductor. An

ideal choice would be such that:

1. w matches with the correct edge singularity. Then, the unknown func-

tion can be expressed by a plain polynomial.

2. b1, b2, . . . constitute a complete and orthogonal set with respect to the

inner product with w. This ensures that the approximate solution con-

verges quickly toward the exact solution as the number of basis func-

tions increases.

3. b1 represents the exact solution in a free space. Then, b2, b3, . . . are just

for compensating the disturbance due to the surroundings.

4. The potential due to each bn in a free space is known. Then, the inte-

grals in (6.18) and (6.22), which are difficult to evaluate numerically,

have analytic formulas.
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5. The needed integral transforms for wbn are available in a closed form.

Then, the integrations in (6.20) and (6.24) have analytic formulas.

In a case of an indefinitely thin line conductor, all the above requirements

could be fulfilled, as shown e.g. in [15]. Now, in the case of a finitely thick

ring conductor, the requirements 1, 2 and 5 can be fulfilled by choosing the

weight and basis functions as described in Publication I, Section 6, and in

Publication II, Section 7. Similar basis functions were already used in [22]

and [23] concerning the capacitance of an indefinitely thin ring conductor

and in [24] concerning the capacitance of a finite cylinder. Below, a couple

of integral results are re-derived to show that they can be seen as results

of the addition theorems discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.5.

Consider the surface charge on an indefinitely thin ring conductor. On

such a conductor, the surface charge is known to grow like the inverse of

the square root of the distance to the edge when approaching the edge.

To find such w and b1, b2, . . . that fulfill the requirements 1, 2 and 5, start

with Neumann’s addition theorem (5.39) rewritten as

J0(kρ
√

r2 + v2 − 2rv cos θ) =
∞∑

m=0

εmJm(kρr)Jm(kρv) cos(mθ), (6.25)

where εm is Neumann’s factor equaling 1 when m = 0 and 2 otherwise.

Now, applying the orthogonality of cosine functions to (6.25) yields an in-

tegral result∫ π

0
cos(mθ)J0(kρ

√
r2 + v2 − 2rv cos θ) dθ = πJm(kρr)Jm(kρv), (6.26)

which is a special case of “the very important integral” given e.g. in [18,

Sec. 12.1]. A change of variables according to ρ2 = r2 + v2 − 2rv cos θ turns

(6.26) into

1

rv

∫ r+v

r−v

[
1−

(
r2 + v2 − ρ2

2rv

)2]− 1
2

Tm

(
r2 + v2 − ρ2

2rv

)
J0(kρρ)ρ dρ

= πJm(kρr)Jm(kρv). (6.27)

This provides the Hankel transforms for wb1, wb2, . . . if

w(ρ) =
1

rv

[
1−

(
r2 + v2 − ρ2

2rv

)2]− 1
2

(6.28)

and

bn(ρ) = Tm

(
r2 + v2 − ρ2

2rv

)
. (6.29)

Also, it is easy to deduce from the orthogonality of cosine functions that

b1, b2, . . . are orthogonal with respect to the inner product with (6.28) as∫ r+v

r−v
w(ρ)bn(ρ)bn′(ρ)ρ dρ =

π

εm
δn,n′ . (6.30)
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On a finitely thick conductor with rectangular cross-section, the surface

charge is known to grow like the inverse cubic root of the distance to the

edge when approaching the edge; see e.g. [13] or [14, Ch. 4]. So, on the top

or bottom surface of the conductor, w similar to (6.28) but with an inverse

cubic root singularity is

w(ρ) =
1

rv

[
1−

(
r2 + v2 − ρ2

2rv

)2]− 1
3

. (6.31)

b1, b2, . . . orthogonal with respect to the inner product with (6.31) are

bn(ρ) = C
( 1
6
)

m

(
r2 + v2 − ρ2

2rv

)
, (6.32)

where C
( 1
6
)

m are Gegenbauer polynomials of order 1/6. The integral result

providing the Hankel transforms for wb1, wb2, . . . with the above w and

b1, b2, . . . is given in Publication II, Eq. (42). Also, it is easy to deduce from

the orthogonality of Gegenbauer polynomials, see e.g. [25, Tab. 22.2], that

b1, b2, . . . are orthogonal with respect to the inner product with (6.31) as

∫ r+v

r−v
w(ρ)bn(ρ)bn′(ρ)ρ dρ =

π2
2
3Γ(m+ 1

3)

m!(m+ 1
6)[Γ(

1
6)]

2
δn,n′ . (6.33)

On a vertical surface, the matching weight function and basis functions

are

w(z) =
1

(r ± v)τ

[
1−

(
z − h

τ

)2]− 1
3

(6.34)

and

bn(z) = C
( 1
6
)

m

(
z − h

τ

)
. (6.35)

To obtain the integral result providing the Hankel transform for wb1, wb2, . . .

with above w and b1, b2, . . . , start with Gegenbauer’s addition theorem

(5.118) rewritten with p = 7/3 as

H
(1)
1
6

(kρ
√
h2 + τ2 − 2hτ cos θ)

(kρ
√
h2 + τ2 − 2hτ cos θ)

1
6

= 2
1
6Γ

(
1

6

) ∞∑
m=0

(
1

6
+m

)H
(1)
1
6
+m

(kρh)

(kρh)
1
6

J 1
6
+m(kρτ)

(kρτ)
1
6

C
( 1
6
)

m (cos θ). (6.36)

Next, take a large argument as h → ∞ yielding

eikρτ cos θ = 2
1
6Γ

(
1

6

) ∞∑
m=0

im
(
1

6
+m

)J 1
6
+m(kρτ)

(kρτ)
1
6

C
( 1
6
)

m (cos θ). (6.37)

Now, the application of the orthogonality of Gegenbauer polynomials yields

∫ π

0
(sin θ)

1
3C

( 1
6
)

m (cos θ)eikρτ cos θ dθ =
im2

5
6πΓ(m+ 1

3)

Γ(16)m!

J 1
6
+m(kρτ)

(kρτ)
1
6

. (6.38)
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Finally, combine exponential functions to form hyperbolic functions and

performing a change of variables according to z = h+ τ cos θ yields

1

τ

∫ h+τ

h−τ

[
1−

(
z − h

τ

)2]− 1
3

C
( 1
6
)

m

(
z − h

τ

)
sinh(kρz) dz

=
2

5
6πΓ(13 +m)

Γ(16)m!

I 1
6
+m(kρτ)

(kρτ)
1
6

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
sinh(kρh), m even,

cosh(kρh), m odd,
(6.39)

where I 1
6
+m is the modified Bessel function of the first kind.

In the considered rotationally symmetric case, the surface current on a

ring conductor has only the φ-component. Then, the weight function for

the current is the same as for the charge, and the basis functions for the

current are closely related to those for the charge as explained in Publica-

tion I, Section 6.2, and in Publication II, Section 7.2.

6.5 Application to an LC-model of a spiral inductor

In Publication I, an indefinitely thin spiral conductor, such as the one il-

lustrated in Fig. 6.3, is approximated by concentric annular ring conduc-

tors, capacitance and inductance matrices of the system consisting of the

ring conductors are calculated by using the method described in the pa-

per and partly revised above, and the capacitance and inductance matrix

elements are used to construct LC-models for the spiral conductors.

The approximation consists of two consecutive steps: First, a spiral con-

ductor is divided into intervals, for instance, so that each of the intervals

corresponds one turn in the spiral conductor, and the current and charge

are approximated by constant values at each of the intervals. Then, the

radii of curvature are approximated by constant values at each of the in-

tervals. These two steps turn the dynamic electromagnetic problem of the

spiral conductor into electro- and magnetostatic problems of the concen-

tric annular ring conductors. Fig. 6.4 illustrates an approximation of a

three-turn spiral conductor by three ring conductors.

The capacitances and inductances resulting from solving the electro-

and magnetostatic problems, respectively, are then used in an LC-model

that approximates the initial dynamic problem. Fig. 6.5 shows the result-

ing LC-model where each turn is modelled by a π-circuit. The diagonal el-

ements correspond to the self-capacitances and -inductances of the turns

while the non-diagonal elements correspond to mutual couplings between

the turns.
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x

y

z

Figure 6.3. Spiral conductor.

(a) Initial geometry

and charge/current

(b) Initial geome-

try, approximated

charge/current

(c) Approximated

geometry and

charge/current

Figure 6.4. Consecutive steps in approximating a three-turn spiral conductor and contin-
uous charge/current on it by three concentric ring conductors and step-wise
constant charge/current.

The generalised method presented in Publication II enables similar anal-

ysis of structures consisting of finitely thick conductors with comparable

accuracy.
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2C1,0

1
2C1,0

1
2C2,0

1
2C2,0

1
2C3,0

1
2C3,0

− 1
2C1,2 − 1

2C1,2

− 1
2C2,3 − 1

2C2,3

− 1
2C1,3 − 1

2C1,3

L1,1

L2,2

L3,3

L1,2

L2,3

L1,3

Figure 6.5. LC-model for a three-turn spiral conductor consisting of three cascaded and
also parallel-coupled π-circuits. The capacitances C1,0, C2,0 and C3,0 between
the rings and the ground are of the form Cn,0 = Cn,1 + Cn,2 + Cn,3.
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7. Multilevel fast multipole algorithm

7.1 Overview of algorithm with expansions in wave functions

Consider an iterative solution of a matrix equation of the form of (4.5) ob-

tained by discretising an integral equation. Iterative schemes repeatedly

apply a matrix-vector multiplication with the system matrix A. This mul-

tiplication equals calculating the field due to the source expanded in the

basis functions with the prevailing iterated values of the expansion coef-

ficients in the vector x and testing the field by the test functions. An ap-

plication of a numerical integration scheme turns the basis and test func-

tions into point sources located in the integration nodes. Consequently,

the calculation is reduced to computing sums of the following form for

each node point rn: ∑
n′

G(rn, rn′)qn′ , (7.1)

where G is the Green’s function defined as in (2.41), qn′ is the amplitude of

a point source at rn′ and the summation goes through all the sources ex-

cept those related to the basis function whose support includes the point

rn. If N is the total number of point sources, the operation count in eval-

uating (7.1) is proportional to N2. This is too large for a practical calcula-

tion if N is large.

The multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA), explained e.g. in

[26], [27] and [28], is for carrying out the above extremely simple but la-

borious task in a complex but a lot more efficient way, with the operation

count proportional to N in the low-frequency regime and to N logN in the

high-frequency regime. To start with, the summation in (7.1) is divided

into two parts as

∑
n′

G(rn, rn′)qn′ =
∑

n′ ∈ near

G(rn, rn′)qn′ +
∑

n′ ∈ far

G(rn, rn′)qn′ . (7.2)
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The first summation on the right-hand-side of (7.2) contains sources near

to rn and is calculated in the ordinary ’slow way’. The second summa-

tion contains the rest of the sources, which are farther from rn, and is

calculated by using the MLFMA.

The MLFMA applies a hierarchical system, which can be set up as fol-

lows: First, all the sources are enclosed in a cube. Then, the cube is sub-

divided into eight subcubes called children, the former cube being called a

parent. Each of these child cubes is again subdivided into eight new child

cubes, which are assigned to a level H, and this process is recursively con-

tinued, building an octree structure with levels H,H − 1, H − 2, . . . , until

the last cube at each branch of the octree encloses only a few sources.

All the empty cubes emerging in the process are ignored. Two cubes at

the same level are called neighbours if their boundaries share a point,

and a cube is considered as a neighbour to itself. If two cubes are not

neighbours, they are called non-nearby to each other. For every cube an

interaction list is defined, which includes all the non-nearby cubes whose

parents are neighbours of the parent of the initial cube. In addition, de-

noting the side length of a cube at a level h by sh, the levels are categorised

into two classes calling the lower levels h = 0,−1,−2, . . . with k0sh < 2π

the sub-wavelength levels and the remaining higher levels h = 1, 2, . . . the

super-wavelength levels. A two-level example of the hierarchical system

is illustrated in Fig. 7.1.

The algorithm consists of two passes; let them be called the aggregation

pass and the disaggregation pass. In the aggregation pass, the field due to

the sources in each cube at each level is collectively represented by trun-

cated expansion in outgoing spherical wave functions, i.e., in the fields of

multipoles. For instance, the outgoing field from a cube Qi with the centre

at ci is represented as

Φfrom Qi(r) ≈
Ph∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

afrom Qi

l,m ψout
l,m(r− ci), (7.3)

where the truncation point Ph depends on the level and the desired accu-

racy. For a childless cube, i.e., the last cube at a branch of the octree, the

coefficients of the expansion are obtained from

afrom Qi

l,m = ik0
∑
n′

ψin
l,m

∗
(rn′ − ci)qn′ (7.4)

owing to the expansion of G in spherical wave functions,

G(r, r′) ≈ ik0

Ph∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

ψout
l,m(r)ψin

l,m
∗
(r′), (7.5)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.1. A two-level example of the hierarchical system of the MLFMA: (a) the di-
vision into cubes, and (b) the octree (or, in fact, a quadtree in this two-
dimensional example). The black dots represent source points. The small,
dark blue cube is a child of the large, light blue cube and, vice versa, the
light blue cube is the parent of the dark blue cube. The small, dark red cubes
belong to the interaction list of the dark blue cube, and the large, light red
cubes belong on the interaction list of the light blue cube. The clear cubes are
neighbours of the blue cubes.
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given e.g. in [19, Eq. (2.42)]. For a cube with children, the coefficients are

obtained by superposing translated coefficients of its children as

afrom Qi

l,m =
∑

j ∈ children

a
from Qj , trans
l,m , (7.6)

where

a
from Qj , trans
l,m =

Ph−1∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

αout-out
l,m;l′,m′(ci − cj)a

from Qj , init
l′,m′ , (7.7)

where αout-out
l,m;l′,m′(ci − cj) are the out-to-out translation coefficients given in

(5.76).

In the disaggregation pass, the field inside each cube at each level due

to the sources in all non-nearby cubes is represented by a truncated ex-

pansion in incoming spherical wave functions. For instance, the incoming

field to the cube Qi is represented as

Φto Qi(r) ≈
Ph∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

ato Qi

l,m ψin
l,m(r− ci). (7.8)

The coefficients of the expansion are composed of two parts as

ato Qi

l,m =
∑

j ∈ IAL

a
from Qj , trans
l,m + ato Qk, trans

l,m . (7.9)

The first part emerges from the coefficients of the outgoing fields from the

cubes in the interaction list of Qi translated to the coefficients of incoming

fields as

a
from Qj , trans
l,m =

Ph∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

αout-in
l,m;l′,m′(ci − cj)a

from Qj , init
l′,m′ , (7.10)

where αout-in
l,m;l′,m′(ci − cj) are the out-to-in translation coefficients given in

(5.79) or, alternatively, in (5.80). The second part emerges from the coeffi-

cients of the incoming field to the parent cube distributed to Qi as

ato Qk, trans
l,m =

Ph+1∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

αin-in
l,m;l′,m′(ci − ck)a

to Qk, init
l′,m′ , (7.11)

where αin-in
l,m;l′,m′(ci − ck) are the in-to-in translation coefficients given in

(5.77). Finally, in the lasts cubes at the branches of the octree the field is

evaluated at the points rn from (7.8). Fig 7.2 illustrates a few examples of

the above translations.

Now, is the above complex algorithm any faster than a simple calcu-

lation through (7.1)? To examine operation counts, denote the average

number of non-empty children of a division cube by b. For a volume source
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.2. Examples of translations in the two-level MLFMA hierarchical system intro-
duced in Fig. 7.1: (a) in the division cube structure, and (b) in the octree. The
red circles with outward rays represent outgoing fields from the red cubes,
and the blue circles with inward rays represent incoming fields to the blue
cubes. The red arrow represents an out-to-out translation, the arrows turn-
ing from red to blue represent out-to-in translations, and the blue arrow rep-
resents an in-to-in translation.
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distribution, b is close to eight, while for a surface source distribution, b

equals roughly four. Then, at a level h there are approximately bH−h+2

non-empty division cubes in total. Assuming that most of the branches of

the octree are of equal lengths, the lowest level L can be defined so that

the average number of point sources per division cube is N/bH−L+2 ∼ 1.

Then, H − L+ 2 ∼ logbN . If the operation count for a procedure per divi-

sion cube at a level h equals ch, the total operation count for the procedure

through the aggregation or disaggregation pass equals approximately

H∑
h=L

bH−h+2ch. (7.12)

In particular, for each of the above translations by full translation matri-

ces per division cube at a level h, ch ∼ P 4
h . At the sub-wavelength levels,

Ph is approximately the same at every level, as is reasoned e.g. in [27] and

[28], and as can also be seen in Publication IV, Table I. That is, Ph ≈ P0.

Thus, the total operation count through the sub-wavelength levels is pro-

portional to
0∑

h=L

bH−h+2P 4
0 ∼ NP 4

0 . (7.13)

Therefore, the dependency of the operation count on N is lowered from

N2 to N . At the super-wavelength levels, Ph approximately doubles when

going from a level h− 1 to a level h. That is, Ph ≈ 2Ph−1 ≈ 2hP0. Thus, the

total operation count through the super-wavelength levels is proportional

to
H∑

h=1

bH−h+2(2hP0)
4 ∼

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
N

4
3P 4

0 if b = 8,

N2P 4
0 if b = 4.

(7.14)

Hence, for a volume source distribution, the dependency of the operation

count on N lowers from N2 to N
4
3 , but for a surface source distribution, the

algorithm does not provide virtually any improvement. Moreover, the fac-

tor P 4
0 appearing in the counts is in practice so large that it cancels out the

lowering in the dependency on N . As suggested in [29] and [27, Sec. 5.3.6]

and reviewed in Publication III, Sec. 6, the operation count per a division

cube can be lowered to ch ∼ P 3
h by implementing the translations with

sequential rotation, axial translation and rotation back. Then, the to-

tal operation count through the sub-wavelength levels lowers to NP 3
0 and

through the super-wavelength levels to

H∑
h=1

bH−h+2(2hP0)
3 ∼

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
N log8NP 3

0 if b = 8,

N
3
2P 3

0 if b = 4.
(7.15)
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It is seen that for a volume source distribution, the dependency on N al-

ready reaches N log8N which is typically considered the theoretical limit

of MLFMA. It is, however, later found that for a volume source distribu-

tion, the dependency can be lowered further to N , which is also noticed

at least in [30]. For a surface source distribution, the dependency is still

N3/2. Also, the factor P 3
0 is still quite large, at least if a high accuracy is

required.

As a conclusion, the above algorithm with expansions in spherical wave

functions and full translation matrices is not yet a ’fast algorithm’. At the

sub-wavelength levels and for the volume source distribution at the super-

wavelength levels, it can be assumed to be faster than a simple calculation

through (7.1) if N is large enough. However, the ultimate efficiency of the

MLFMA comes with wave patterns and diagonal translations, which are

discussed next.

7.2 Diagonal translations with wave patterns

As explained in Section 5.4, the coefficients of the expansion of a field in

spherical wave functions are essentially the same as the coefficients of the

expansion of a radiation or incoming wave pattern of the field in spherical

harmonics. Furthermore, besides these coefficients, the wave pattern can

equally well be stored as its values, or samples, at appropriate points on

the unit sphere B defined in (5.59) or the complex surface C defined in

(5.71). When applied to the coefficients, the translations in (7.7), (7.10)

and (7.11) equal multiplications by full matrices, but when applied to the

samples, these translation matrices become diagonal and multiplications

by them faster.

Consider the out-to-out translation in (7.7). The coefficients of the trans-

lation can be expressed as in (5.76). By substituting (5.76) into (7.7) and

interchanging the order of integration and summation, the translation

can be reformulated as

atrans
l,m =

Ph−1∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

αout-out
l,m;l′,m′(t)ainit

l′,m′

=

Ph−1∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

[
il−l′

∫
B
Yl,m

∗(k̂)Yl′,m′(k̂)eik0k̂·t dΩ
]
ainit
l′,m′

= il
∫
B
eik0k̂·t

[Ph−1∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

(−i)l
′
ainit
l′,m′Yl′,m′(k̂)

]
Yl,m

∗(k̂) dΩ,

(7.16)
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where t = ci − cj for short. The result of (7.16) can be divided into three

consecutive steps as

Φinit
∞ (k̂) =

Ph−1∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

(−i)lainit
l,mYl,m(k̂), (7.17)

Φtrans
∞ (k̂) = eik0k̂·tΦinit

∞ (k̂), (7.18)

atrans
l,m = il

∫
B
Φtrans
∞ (k̂)Yl,m

∗(k̂) dΩ. (7.19)

In the above steps, first in (7.17), the coefficients ainit
l,m are transformed

into samples of the initial radiation pattern Φinit∞ on B with the origin at

cj . Then in (7.18), the origin is translated to ci resulting in the samples of

the translated radiation pattern Φtrans∞ . This translation equals a multi-

plication of the sample vector by a diagonal translation matrix. Finally in

(7.19), the samples of Φtrans∞ are transformed back into coefficients atrans
l,m .

The integral in (7.19) over the unit sphere B is most efficiently and ac-

curately evaluated by using the Gaussian rule with Ph + 1 points in the

α-direction and the trapezoidal rule with 2Ph+1 points in the β-direction.

These rules define the appropriate sampling points for the radiation pat-

terns.

The out-to-in translation (7.10) is diagonalised in a similar way by ex-

pressing the translation coefficients as in (5.79):

atrans
l,m =

Ph∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

αout-in
l,m;l′,m′(t)ainit

l′,m′

=

Ph∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

[
il−l′

∫
B
Yl,m

∗(k̂)Yl′,m′(k̂)T2Ph
(k̂, t) dΩ

]
ainit
l′,m′

= il
∫
B
T2Ph

(k̂, t)

[
Ph∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

(−i)l
′
ainit
l′,m′Yl′,m′(k̂)

]
Yl,m

∗(k̂) dΩ,

(7.20)

where t = ci−cj for short. Divided into three consecutive steps, the result

of (7.20) reads

Φinit
∞ (k̂) =

Ph∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

(−i)lainit
l,m′Yl,m′(k̂), (7.21)

Φtrans
0,B (k̂) = T2Ph

(k̂, t)Φinit
∞ (k̂), (7.22)

atrans
l,m = il

∫
B
Φtrans
0,B (k̂)Yl,m

∗(k̂) dΩ. (7.23)

Here, Φtrans
0,B is the incoming wave pattern of the field Φtrans on B with

the origin at ci. The translation in (7.22) equals a multiplication of the

sample vector by a diagonal translation matrix. The integral in (7.23)

can be evaluated by using similar points as in (7.19). However, for the
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translation in (7.22), Φinit∞ must be interpolated to the double size because

T2Ph
is of order 2Ph.

The in-to-in translation (7.11) is diagonalised similarly as the out-to-out

translation in (7.7).

The above derivation of the diagonal translations in the super-wavelength

levels is somewhat similar than the one given in [31].

Due to the property of (5.79), the diagonalisation of the out-to-in trans-

lation in (7.20) works only when t is not too short in wavelengths, i.e., at

the super-wavelength levels. At the sub-wavelength levels, the out-to-in

translation can be diagonalised by expressing the translation coefficients

by using the alternative expression given in (5.80):

atrans
l,m =

Ph∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

αout-in
l,m;l′,m′(t)ainit

l′,m′

=

Ph∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

[
il−l′

∫
C
Yl,m

∗(k̂)eik0k̂·tYl′,m′(k̂) dΩ

]
ainit
l′,m′

= il
∫
C
eik0k̂·t

[
Ph∑
l′=0

l′∑
m′=−l′

(−i)l
′
ainit
l′,m′Yl′,m′(k̂)

]
Yl,m

∗(k̂) dΩ.

(7.24)

Divided into three consecutive operations, the result of (7.24) reads

Φinit
∞ (k̂) =

Ph∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

(−i)lainit
l,m′Yl,m′(k̂), (7.25)

Φtrans
0,C (k̂) = eik0k̂·tΦinit

∞ (k̂), (7.26)

atrans
l,m = il

∫
C
Φtrans
0,C (k̂)Yl,m

∗(k̂) dΩ. (7.27)

Here, Φtrans
0,C is the incoming wave pattern of the field Φtrans on C. The

translation in (7.26) equals a multiplication of the sample vector by a di-

agonal translation matrix. The integral in (7.27) over the complex domain

C can be evaluated by using the integration rule introduced in [32] and

also described in [33] in the α-direction and the trapezoidal rule in the

β-direction.

The above diagonal out-to-in translation at the sub-wavelength levels

was first introduced in [34].

The out-to-out and in-to-in translations at the sub-wavelength levels are

treated similarly as at the super-wavelength levels.

At the sub-wavelength levels, the operation counts in the diagonalised

translations are ch ∼ P 2
0 , and the total operation counts are proportional

to NP 2
0 . At the super-wavelength levels, the operation counts in the di-

agonalised translations are proportional to ch ∼ (2hP0)
2. Then, the total
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operation counts are proportional to

H∑
h=1

bH−h+2(2hP0)
2 ∼

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
NP 2

0 if b = 8,

N log4NP 2
0 if b = 4.

(7.28)

So, the diagonalised translations are fast also at the super-wavelength

levels. However, the transforms between the coefficients and samples are

slow, as explained and corrected next.

7.3 Interpolation and anterpolation

In the aggregation pass, the size of a division cube doubles between two

consecutive levels. Because of this, at the super-wavelength levels, also

the number of required terms in the expansion of the field of the source

enclosed by a division cube in outgoing wave functions increases. For the

corresponding samples of the radiation pattern, this equals interpolation.

Respectively, in the disaggregation pass, the size of a division cube halves

and the number of required terms in the expansion of the field inside a

division cube in incoming wave functions decreases between two consecu-

tive levels. For the corresponding samples of the incoming wave pattern,

this equals anterpolation. In addition, as mentioned, the out-to-in trans-

lation requires the radiation pattern to be interpolated into a double size

compared to the storage size. At the sub-wavelength levels, the number

of required terms in the expansion of the field in wave functions does

not vary because of the dominance of the evanescent waves. However,

interpolations and anterpolations are still needed if the translations are

performed for the wave patterns. This is because the required sampling

points are located differently on C at different levels.

Since the interpolation and anterpolation are just zero-padding or trun-

cation, respectively, for coefficients whereas the translations are diagonal

for samples, it might sound a good idea to alternate between the two rep-

resentations throughout the algorithm. The bottleneck, however, would

then be the transforms, such as (7.17) and (7.19), between the representa-

tions. That is to say, although it is easy to use the Fast Fourier transform

(FFT) for computing the Fourier transforms in the β-direction with an

operation count proportional to P 2
h log2 Ph, it is difficult to find a fast al-

gorithm for computing the Legendre transforms in the α-direction. The

operation count for computing the transforms by direct multiplication by a

transformation matrix is proportional to P 3
h . There are two asymptotically
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faster algorithms presented in [35] for computing the Legendre transform

with operation counts proportional to P
5/2
h logPh and P 2

h (logPh)
2, but the

prefactors for these algorithms seem to be noticeable larger than for the

FFT. When ch ∼ P 3
h , the total operation count through the sub-wavelength

levels is proportional to NP 3
0 and through the super-wavelength levels to

H∑
h=1

bH−h+2(2hP0)
3 ∼

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
N log8NP 3

0 if b = 8,

N
3
2P 3

0 if b = 4.
(7.29)

This would throw away the benefit obtained by the diagonal translations.

Therefore, to take advantage of the diagonal translations, the interpola-

tions and anterpolations must be implemented some other way without

interchanging to coefficients.

Most of the broadband multilevel fast multipole algorithms, for instance,

the algorithms described in [36] and [37], apply expansions in wave func-

tions at the sub-wavelength levels and samples of wave patterns at the

super-wavelength levels. At the sub-wavelength levels, the out-to-out and

in-to-in translations are performed for coefficients by the ’rotation - di-

agonal translation - rotation back’ -procedure, as explained e.g. in [27,

Sec. 5.3.6]. The out-to-in translation is performed by transforming the co-

efficients to samples, translating the samples diagonally and then trans-

forming the samples back to coefficients, like described in (7.25)–(7.27).

The interpolations and anterpolations are performed for the coefficients

by zero-padding and truncation, respectively. At the super-wavelength

levels, all the translations are performed for samples diagonally. In the

algorithm described in [36], the interpolations and anterpolations are per-

formed by using a local interpolator. In the algorithm described in [37],

the interpolations and anterpolations are performed by using the FFT in

the β-direction and a one-dimensional fast multipole method in the α-

direction.

An algorithm presented in [38] and reviewed in [33] and Publication IV

applies an alternative expansion at the super-wavelength levels that en-

ables performing the interpolations and anterpolations of the wave pat-

terns by a full use of the FFT. In addition, in Publication IV is presented

a novel method that enables the use of the wave patterns and almost a

full use of the FFT also at the sub-wavelength levels. These alternative

expansions are briefly described next.
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7.4 Alternative expansions enabling full use of the FFT

Besides expansions in spherical harmonics, wave patterns can also be ex-

panded in exponential functions, as presented in [38]. For instance, a

radiation pattern Φ∞ can be expanded as

Φ∞(α, β) =

Ph∑
l=−Ph

Ph−1∑
m=−Ph

ul,mei(lα+mβ), (7.30)

where

ul,m =
1

(2π)2

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0
Φ∞(α, β)e−i(lα+mβ) dα dβ. (7.31)

The integrals in (7.31) can be evaluated by using equally spaced sampling

points in both the α- and β-directions. This means that transforms be-

tween the samples of Φ∞ and the coefficients ul,m can be performed by us-

ing the FFT in both directions, and the interpolations and anterpolations

can be performed by zero-padding and truncation, respectively. This is

faster than the interpolations and anterpolations with the expansions in

spherical harmonics. Although the double integration in (7.31) goes over

the unit sphere twice, due to the ‘sphericality’ defined in [38], the samples

of the wave pattern need to be stored only on a half of the integration do-

main, i.e., on the unit sphere B. Thanks to the full use of the FFT, the

operation counts in (7.30) and (7.31) at level h are ch ∼ P 2
h log2 Ph. Then,

the total operation count through the super-wavelength levels is propor-

tional to

H∑
h=1

bH−h+2(2hP0)
2 log2(2

hP0) ∼

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
NP 2

0 log2 P0 if b = 8,

N(log4N)2P 2
0 if b = 4.

(7.32)

Another alternative method for expanding wave patterns, enabling al-

most a full use of the FFT at the sub-wavelength levels, is presented in

Publication IV. Accordingly, a wave pattern, for instance, a radiation pat-

tern Φ∞, is firstly expanded in the β-direction in exponential functions

as

Φ∞(α, β) ≈
Ph∑

m=−Ph

Um(cosα)eimβ , (7.33)

where

Um(cosα) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
Φ∞(α, β)e−imβ dβ. (7.34)

Since Um are essentially expansions in the associate Legendre functions

of order m, they can be decomposed as

Um(cosα) = [1− (cosα)2]|m|/2Vm(cosα), (7.35)
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where Vm are polynomials of order Ph − |m|. These polynomials are then

expanded as

Vm(cosα) =

Ph−|m|∑
j=0

vj,m(cosα)j , (7.36)

where vj,m are the eventual coefficients of the complete expansion. So, if

vj,m are known, Φ∞ is obtained through (7.36), (7.35) and (7.33); and vice

versa, if Φ∞ is known at a proper set of sampling points, vj,m are obtained

through (7.34) and the transposes of (7.35) and (7.36).

It is clear that the integral in (7.34) can be calculated by using a trape-

zoidal rule with 2Ph +1 sampling points, and so equally spaced points are

proper sampling points in the β-direction. But how should the sampling

points be chosen in the α-direction? In principle, the transpose of (7.36)

can be calculated, provided that Vm is known at least at Ph + 1 distinct

sampling points. To perform the out-to-in translation at a sub-wavelength

level with wave patterns, Vm is required at sampling points along Γ de-

fined in (5.72). With such sampling points, however, the calculations of

(7.36) and its transpose are slow. On the other hand, fast transforms

would surely be provided if Vm was sampled at equally spaced sampling

points along [0, 2π), as in the transforms (7.30) and (7.31), but those sam-

pling points would not enable the evaluation of Vm along Γ. Evaluating

a sampled function on points other than the initial sampling points cor-

responds to an interpolation or extrapolation, and in the above case, the

initial sampling points would be too far from the target points. Fast trans-

forms and possibility to extrapolate onto Γ are both provided if cosα is

fixed onto a circle on a complex plane according to cosα = �eiγ where � is

a level-dependent constant and γ ∈ [0, 2π). Then, (7.36) becomes

Vm(�eiγ) =

Ph−|m|∑
j=0

vj,m�jeijγ , (7.37)

where

vj,m = �−j 1

2π

∫ 2π

0
Vm(�eiγ)e−ijγ dγ, (7.38)

which can be calculated by using a trapezoidal rule with Ph + 1 sampling

points. Fig. 7.3 shows how these new paths at different levels compare to

the path Γ. The same thing is shown in a different way in Publication IV,

Fig. 5.

If the wave patterns are sampled at the sampling points suggested above,

the transforms between the coefficients and samples can be performed

by three consecutive fast operations: FFT, multiplication by a diagonal
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Figure 7.3. Illustrative paths on the complex α-plane defined by cosα = �eiγ when
k0sh = 2hπ, h = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2, and γ ∈ [0, 2π) (blue paths) in comparison
to Γ (red path).

matrix and another FFT. Then, the interpolations and anterpolations be-

tween the levels can be performed by zero-padding or truncating the co-

efficients, while the out-to-out and in-to-in translations can be performed

by multiplying the sample vectors by diagonal translation matrices. To

perform the out-to-in translation, the radiation pattern needs to be evalu-

ated in the α-direction along Γ. This can be done by extrapolating through

(7.36) and its transpose. The work of this operation is proportional to P 3
h .

So, this operation is not fast. Moreover, the extrapolation works at the

sub-wavelength levels but loses its accuracy at the super-wavelength lev-

els. This is because greater values of k0sh force � to be reduced so small

that the extrapolation onto the interval (0, π/2) corresponding to the prop-

agating waves is no longer successful.

7.5 Error control

Since the MLFMA rests fundamentally on truncated expansions in spher-

ical wave functions, it suffers from truncation errors. However, these er-

rors can be controlled through the truncation points of the expansions. In

addition, the use of numerical integration generates integration errors,
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but in general they can be kept negligible by choosing sampling points

properly. The use of the Rokhlin translator at too low levels with too high

accuracy requirements could generate severe integration errors, but this

can be avoided by using the alternative methods at the lower levels.

As an example of determining a truncation point, consider the basic

MLFMA described in Sections 7.1–7.3. For this algorithm, the proper

truncation point Ph at a level h is such that the field outside a cube Qi

due to the source inside Qi can be evaluated from the expansion in (7.3)

with the required accuracy for any possible source point r′ and observation

point r. It can be determined by studying the error in approximating the

Green’s function by the expansion in (7.5):∣∣∣∣∣G(r, r′)− ik0

Ph∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

ψout
l,m(r)ψin

l,m
∗
(r′)

∣∣∣∣∣/|G(r, r′)| < 10−d, (7.39)

where d is the required number of accurate digits. The convergence of

the expansion is the slower the longer r′ and the shorter r. So, the worst

case is when r′ is at a corner of Qiso that |r′| = √
3sh/2 and r is in the

closest non-nearby cube located so that |r| = 3sh/2. Roughly speaking, Ph

must then be slightly larger than
√
3 ksh/2. However, the exact values are

easily calculated from (7.39), and they can then be tabulated. In Publica-

tion IV the truncation points for different expansions are calculated and

tabulated by using the same idea.

After the truncation point Ph has been fixed, the proper sampling points

required for the diagonal translations can be defined.

7.6 Application to a scattering model of a pine tree

In Publication V, the scattering of the electromagnetic plane wave by the

top of a pine tree is modelled by using the MoM and the solution is sped up

by using the MLFMA presented in Publication IV and overviewed above.

The top of the pine tree is modelled by a collection of dielectric cylinders,

in each of which the electric susceptibility χ is assumed constant. The

problem is formulated by the volume integral equation (3.17). So, the

unknown of the problem is the electric field E inside the trunk and the

needles. E is expanded in simple piece-wise constant basis functions as

E(r) ≈
N∑

n′=1

En′bn′(r), (7.40)
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where bn′ equals unity inside the n′th cylinder and is zero elsewhere. Sub-

stituting (7.40) into (3.17) yields

N∑
n′=1

[
En′bn′(r)− χn′(k20I+∇∇) ·

∫
Vn′

G(r, r′)En′ dV ′
]
= Einc(r). (7.41)

This equation is tested by the delta functions defined in (4.34), resulting

in a set of equations

En −
N∑

n′=1

An,n′ ·En′ = Einc
n , n = 1, . . . , N, (7.42)

where En = E(rn), Einc
n = Einc(rn) and An,n′ = An′(rn) where

An′(r) = χn′(k20I+∇∇)

∫
Vn′

G(r, r′) dV ′. (7.43)

Because of the complicated geometry with a lot of small details and the

coarse discretisation, N in (7.42) is large. So, to solve the system it is

necessary to use an iterative method together with the MLFMA. To that

end, the summation in (7.42) is divided into two parts as

N∑
n′=1

An,n′ ·En′ =
∑

n′ ∈ near

An,n′ ·En′ +
∑

n′ ∈ far

An,n′ ·En′ , (7.44)

in analogy to the division in (7.1). Furthermore, in the latter summation

on the right-hand-side of (7.44), the field point is sufficiently far from the

source point so that An,n′ can be evaluated from the approximate expres-

sion

An′(r) ≈ χn′k20Vn′G(r, rn′), (7.45)

and the summation becomes

∑
n′ ∈ far

An,n′ ·En′ ≈
∑

n′ ∈ far

χn′k20Vn′G(rn, rn′) ·En′ . (7.46)

This summation is calculated by using the MLFMA.
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8. Conclusions

In the introduction, the thesis was divided into two main topics: the first

one is about solving selected electromagnetic problems formulated by in-

tegral equations, and the second one is about exploiting translational ad-

dition theorems for wave functions. From the point of view of the results,

the thesis can be divided into two resulting methods: the first one is the

spatial-spectral hybrid method for calculating the capacitances and induc-

tances of ring conductors in a layered medium, and the second one is the

broadband version of the MLFMA with novel expansions of wave patterns

at the sub-wavelength levels.

The spectral method presented in Publication I applies the Hankel trans-

form, or equivalently, expansions in cylindrical static wave functions to

simplify the solution of the static Green’s function in a layered medium. In

addition, the method uses physical and compact expansions of the surface

charge and current in basis functions on indefinitely thin ring conductors.

Consequently, the method provides efficient and accurate calculations of

the capacitances and inductances of indefinitely thin ring conductors in a

layered medium. As an application of the method, Publication I demon-

strates a quasi-static analysis of a spiral microstrip inductor. To that end,

Publication I introduces a two-step approximation where a spiral conduc-

tor is approximated by a system of ring conductors and the dynamic elec-

tromagnetic field is approximated by electro- and magnetostatic fields. As

shown by a numerical test, the approximation works surprisingly well

throughout the practical frequency band of a spiral inductor and even

further.

The spatial-spectral hybrid method presented in Publication II intro-

duces two improvements to the above purely spectral method: firstly, it

uses a two-step calculation of MoM system matrix entries where singular

free-space terms are calculated in the spatial domain and non-singular
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image source terms in the spectral domain; secondly, it applies similar

physical and compact expansions of the surface charge and current in ba-

sis functions as the earlier method but allows ring conductors of arbitrary

thickness.

The bottle neck in the above spatial-spectral hybrid method in terms of

both the efficiency and accuracy is the calculation of the integrals in Pub-

lication II, Eqs. (32) and (38), or equivalently, the integrals in (6.18) and

(6.22). Due to the singularity of the Green’s function, these integrals need

a special treatment when the field is calculated on or near to the support

of the basis function. The calculation could be improved by finding ana-

lytic formulae for the potentials due to the basis functions in a free space.

This equals the requirement 4 in Section 6.4. For an indefinitely thin

ring conductor when the field point is at the same height with the source

point, this can be done by the integral results derived in [39]. Also, as

mentioned in Publication II, Section 9, the edge singularity of the surface

charge or current on a finite thick conductor changes if the top or bottom

face of the conductor touches an interface between two medium layers.

In that case, the weight function and the related basis functions with the

strictly correct edge singularity could be obtained by using Jacobi polyno-

mials, defined e.g. in [25, Sec. 22]. A yet more ambitious goal would be to

formulate a new, natural set of basis functions for a ring geometry satisfy-

ing also the requirement 3 in Section 6.4. This would require a definition

of a new system of co-ordinates, similar to a toroidal system but with an

elliptical cross-section. Finally, the method could be generalised to an

analysis of ring conductors around different axes or to a similar analysis

of dynamic problems. Both of the above generalisations would require an

analysis of higher φ-modes of the charge and current and also currents

with a ρ-component.

The derivation of the translational addition theorems for the spherical

wave functions presented in Publication III, besides providing a unified

and transparent derivation of the theorems through the wave patterns,

serves also as a supporting study for the development of the MLFMA. As

emphasised in Section 7.2, the results of Publication III, some of them re-

formulated in Section 5.4, give a nice additional view for the translations

and their diagonalisations in the MLFMA.

As a subsequent step after the spherical wave functions, it would be

interesting to study the addition theorems for ultra-spherical wave func-

tions. Even though there might not be as many direct applications for the
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ultra-spherical wave functions as for the spherical ones, the addition the-

orems for them might provide some useful integral results, like the one in

(6.38), which yields the Fourier transform for the basis functions for the

surface charge on a finitely thick strip conductor.

The broadband version of the MLFMA presented in Publication IV dif-

fers from the traditional approaches in that it applies diagonal trans-

lations together with such expansions of wave patterns that interpola-

tions and anterpolations can be performed almost exclusively by the FFT

throughout the algorithm at the sub-wavelength levels as well as the

super-wavelength levels. The traditional approaches apply ordinary ex-

pansions in spherical wave functions at the sub-wavelength levels and be-

cause of that either out-to-out and in-to-in translations or interpolations

and anterpolations are slower, at least in theory. Comparing the practi-

cal performance of two different versions of the MLFMA is quite difficult.

For practical comparisons, one would need to implement both the rival

version as well as the own version on the same platform with the same

care and devotedness. On the other hand, while one can always make

theoretical analyses on operation counts, as was done in Section 7, they

can never include effects of all the details of a complex MLFMA. Although

such analyses give limits for the dependency of the operation counts on

the number of unknowns, N , and the number of expansion modes at the

sub-wavelength levels, P0, the multiplying constant is much more difficult

to determine. Nevertheless, since relying almost exlusively on the FFT,

the broadband version of the MLFMA presented in this thesis has at the

sub-wavelength levels operation counts with respect to P0 proportional to

P 2
0 log2 P0 while for the traditional approaches the counts are proportional

to P 3
0 . This must eventually pay off when P0 is large, which happens when

a high accuracy is required. Another contribution of Publication IV is the

rigorous, numerical determination of the minimum number of expansion

modes, Ph, at different levels h so that the expansions still yield the re-

quired accuracy.

The presented broadband version of the MLFMA is applied in Publica-

tion V in the solution of the scattering of the electromagnetic plane wave

by the top of a pine tree. To the best knowledge of the author, such a

detailed solution of the scattering from a pine tree is the first one. A sim-

ilar solution without the MLFMA is applied in [40] in the solution of the

scattering by a pine shoot.
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